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A .0175 scale model of the General Dynamics Corporation B-15B space 
shuttle booster was tested in the GD Low Speed Wind Tunnel to evaluate 
the low speed aerodynamic characteristics. Four basic wings plus 
modifications were tested at the nominal Mach number of 0.201 and Rey­
nolds number of 1.39 million per foot. The Reynolds number was varied
 
from 1.29 to 2.19 million per foot with negligible changes in the data. 
The model had transition strips on at all times. The angle-of-attack 
range was -4 to +24 degrees in 2 degree increments, at sideslip angles 
of O 4, and 8 degrees. Variations in canard position, geometry and 
deflections were tested. Only a few elevon deflections were tested for 
two selected wings, in addition to one larger tail size tested.
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A 0.0175 scale model of the General Dynamic Corporation B-15B Space 
Shuttle booster was tested in the GD Low Speed Wind Tunnel to evaluate 
the low speed aerodynamic characteristics. The model was tested at 
a nominal Mach number of 0.201 end a Reynolds number of 1.39 million 
per foot with transition strips at all time. For one series of runs 
Reynolds number was varied from 1.29 to 2.19 million per foot with 
negligible changes in the data. The model angle of attack range Pas 
-4 to +24 degrees in 2 degree increments, at sideslip angle of 0, 4, 
and 8 degrees. Four basic wings plus sixteen modifications of the 
wing were tested. Five canards', eight canard positions and selected 
canard deflections vere tested. Only a few elevon deflections were 







Thb model components tested are described below:
 
Symbol 'Desciption 
B1 9 Basic B-15B booster body-with R1 rocket engines and fairings 
installed at all times. (B20 when model is inverted). 
C4 Basic delta canard with geometric full-scale area of 460 ft2 
(10% of W13 ). 
C5 	 Alternate delta canard with geometric full-scale area of 690 ft2
 
(15% of W13 )
 
C6 Alternate rectangular canard with geometric full-scale area of
 
300 ft2 (6.5% of W3 ).
 
C6-1 	 Alternate rectangular canard with geometric full-scale area of
 
230 ft2 (5.0% of wing W 13 exposed area).
 
CAlternate delta canard with geometric full scale area of 190 ft2
 
(4.1% of wing W1 3 exposed area).
 




E 	 Basic return engines individually mounted beneath Wl0 with
 
32 through airflow. 
P1 	 External protuberances to represent fuel lines and fairings.
 
R1 	 Outside row of eight rocket engines simulated on the model base.
 
Inner engines are replaced by the model sting.
 
c0 









V8 Alternate vertical tail with full-scale area of 1423 ft2.ALE = 3
 




IO- Basic symmetric delta wing with sharp wing tips. Has split
 
elevons. ALE = 530.
 




lO_2 Wing modification W10 -1 with sharp inboard end rounded.
 
W10-3 	 Delta wing W 10 with wax fuselage-wing intersection fillet.
 
WlO-4 	 Delta wing W 10 with full trailing edge extension.
 
WlO- 5 	 Delta wing W10 with modification of W10 4 plus wax leading 
edge fairing. 
Tlo- 6 	 Delta wing W10 with modifications of W10_5 plus was fuselage­
wing intersection fillet. This fillet is larger than the one
 
installed on W10 3 .
 
W10-7 	 Delta wing W10 with leading edge fairing of WlO-5 and fusel6ge­




WlO_8 	 Delta wing W1 0 with leading edge fairing of W10 -5 and fuselage­
wing intersection fillet of W1o_. (No trailing extension).
 
W 10_9 	 Delta wing T10 with fubelage-wing intersection fillet of W 10 6 
plus wax leading edge fairing with a serpentine planform. 
W10_10 	 Delta wing W 10 with modifications of 19 _9 plus wax build-up
1 0















W10-12 	 Delta wing W10 with modifications of Wlo_lI plus full trailing
 
edge ektension with rounded tip.
 
Wl0'13 	 Delta wing W10 with fuselage-wing intersection fillet of Wlo-11
 




Wll 	 Existing cambered delta wing (W5) reworked to fit the B-15B
 
body. This wing has a one-piece elevon.
 
Wl-l • 	 Cambered delta wing W11 with a waxed leading edge fairing.
 
W12 Alternate swept wing with ARP, = 4, 'AL = 40O°and split elevons. 
Wl2-1 Swept wing W12 with a waxed leading edge fairing. 




W1 3 _1 	 Clipped delta wing W1 3 with leading edge fairing of WI10_ 3 and
 
fuselage-wing intersection fillet of W10-11.
 
F1 	 Fence mounted along B.L. 374 on the upper surface of wing Wl0 _13.
 
F2 	 Fences mounted along B.L. 374 and B.L. 557 on the upper surface
 
of winsW 10 -1 3 . 
F3 	 Fence mounted along B.L. 557 on the-upper surface of wing W10_1 3.
 









The basic B-15B configuration consisted of the following components:
 
B1 9 R1v 7C4 Wo"E32 p1 










 W1 0-3' W1 0-4' w10-13 
Bl9W,0-9C7 
Bl9WloV7C4 
W1O_ , W10-211 W10- 3 ' Wlo-41 "lO0II5' 
W10-6, W10 -7, W10 -8, WlO-12 ,W10 -13 
1W0oV7% 










B19W1oV7PIE 32C4 WIO13 
BlgWoVTPIE31C4
 
B19W1o - 1 37V C1 
B19 W 0-i 3VC 4 F2 Bj WlO-3v7% 3 
%OW1004 (model inverted) WlO3 
B1 9W11 -1 
B Wll-lV7 
BlgWllV7%hlll 




 " 12 - 1 
B w12V7C4 W12-1
 
B19W1 2 V7 05 W12- 1 





Refer to the data collation sheets, pages 11 through 19 for a complete listing
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The General Dynamics/Convair low speed wind tunnel is a close-return
 
atmospheric tunnel, constructed of reinforced concrete. Airflow is
 
created by a 6-bladed propeller, 20 feet in diameter, powered by a 
2250-horsepower synchronous motor.
 
The tunnel has a primary test section 8 feet high, 12 feet wide and 25 
feet long. A model or component can be tested in this section at bir­
speeds up to 300 mph. The sides and ceiling of the test section are
 
largely glass windows. These windows and fluorescent lights, housed in
 
corner fillets in the test section, provide excellent model observation
 
and model photography. Personnel access doors open directly into bhe
 
test section from the control room and the model service area.
 
A variety of support systems are available for mounting a model or com­
ponent. These support systems include single, bicycle, and three-strut
 
supports, sting supports and supports for two dimensional installations.
 
Digital computer and plotting facilities are available so that the results
 
of a test run can be processed, tabulated, and plotted within 10 minutes
 






MACH NUMBER REYNOLDS NUMBER per unit length 








1.29 x 10 /ft 
1.39 x oft 
1.58 x lo ft 
1.78 x 1o ft 
























SF -500 l0s 

AF 140 lbs. ..... .... 
PM 3200 in-lb. ..... .. __......... 
YM 1200 in-lbs _ _,, 







Aerodynamic forces and moments were measured with the Convair C-5-1.50 six­
-component balance. Seven base and two cavity pressures were measured. The
 
data presented have been corrected for tunnel wall effects before reducing
 
to coefficient form about the Moment Reference Center (MRC). For all data
 
presented, the MRC was at Fuselage Station (FS) 50.936 and Water Line (vL)
 
21.000, which corresponds to 33.436 inches from the model nose, along the
 
model centerline, and 3.938 inches above the trailing edge of the bottom of
 
the model for the basic delta wing. Model wing dimensional data used to
 
reduce the test data depended upon the wing tested and is listed below
 
Wing Sm(in2 ) £REF(in) bRv(in)
 
W10  343.87 15.062 30.44o
 
WII 379.87 15.539 28.980
 
W12 257.90 9.056 32.130
 
W1 3  339.12 15.246 26.884
 
None 343.87 15.062 30.440
 
and wing modifications, such as W10-1 , were reduced using the values cor­
responding to the unmodified wing. The fuselage base area used was 44.011 in2
 
and the fuselage cavity area was 4.909 in2 .
 
The data was reduced to coefficient form using the normal expressions, except
 
for a cavity pressure to base pressure correction to the axial force 9oef­
ficient. The two pressure tubes in the balance cavity were manifolded together
 
to provide one measurement denoted as Pc. This pressure along with the aver­
22
 
DATA REWCTION ( Continued) 
aged base pressure (Pb) was used to correct the axial force as follows: 
AC C -(Pc - Pb) AO 
: SREF 
and CA = C + 
vhere Ac = cavity area.
 
Dimensional data and MP for the component data* when referenced to the local 
component, are listed below. 
component (tin 2 ) tRW(in) bRM(in) M p !MRP ZMRp 
A 1 0  208.0 1l.70 22.98 28.649 0.0 0.347 
WII 241.0, 12.97' 21.52 28.35 0.0 0.34
 
W12 169.5 7.575. 24.67 23.816 0.0 0.3 81 
'43 203.5 11.94 120.112 '28.709 0.0 0.352 
04 20.304 4.016 6a58 16.122 .0 , 4.8130 

-
05 30.472 4.920 8.436 16i16 9.0 4.813 
06 13.234 2.256 5.866 15.589 0.0 4.813 
06-1 10.150 2.256 4.5 .16.o2k 0.0 4.813 
7 .580 2.2679 3.6 15589 0.0 4.813
 
B1 9  298.7 48.248 6.772 33.436 0.0 3.938 
XLevon for W10 12.117 1.840 30.44 45.270 0.0 2.874 
(outboard) 
Elevon for WI 67.185 3.192 28.98 45.267 0,0 2.857 
23
 





















Total Axial Force 

Base Axial Force 

Forebody Axial Forc 
Total Drag Force 
'Base Drag Force 









Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To2-Forebbdy Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force 'Ratio 
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- CL CL 
CN 
CY CY CC 
CBL CSL CWL 
CLM CLM CPM 
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Canard 












CL, CD, CAB & L/D vs. ALPHA 
CL vs. CD; CL vs. L/D & CL vs. CIM 
CY, CLN & CSL vs. ALPHA
 
CL vs. , cIvs. Co
 
CL vs. L/D, CL vs. CLM 
aN, CA & CLM vs. ALPHA
 
ON, CA & CIM vs. Elevator
 








1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 















Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 




Figue 2. ee-Vie of the 0.0175 Scale B-15 
 B Booster Model. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B19 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic body for B-15B delta wing configuration.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: FW ZA-213
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (to T.E. of wing W10) 229.7 ft 48.248 in
 
Max. Width 32.25 ft 6.772 in
 






*Max. Cross-Sectinal(F.S. 57.823) 1059 sq.ft. 46.7 sq. in 
Planform 6773 sg.ft. 298.7 sq. in 
Wetted 
Base 998 sq. rt. 44.011sq.'in 





WIZNG W10MODEL COMPONENT: 

GENERAL DESCRI'PTION: Basic synetrio delta wing With 
sharp Ving tips, split
 
ft full scale exposed area.elevons anL has a total of 147-4 














 2-.35 ..... _Aspect Ratio _3 _ 
Rate of Taper oao
Taper Ratio 
 3
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
 2 .
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 2 

.




Cant Angle __ --









0.25 Element Line 

Choras:
 22.593 in.107.6 t.Root (Wing Sta, 0.0) 

7 F_TI, (equivalent) 

Fus, Sta. of .25 MAC ___ ....... 




B.L. of .25 MAC 



























55.74 Ft. 11.75 in
14AC 
Fus. Sta. .. .'... --
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
L.L. of .25 MAC 
56 
TABLE V 
MODEL COMPONENT: VING Wit 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: cisting cambered delta wing reworked to fit the present 
lodv. This vin does not have split elevons.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 ZW-213 (dheet 1)
 







Planform_ 8613 sg.f. 379.84 so.in 
Wetted
 
Span (equiV'alent) 0 28.98 in. 
Aspect Ratio 2.211 2.211. 
Rate of Taper 1.319 1.319 
Taper Ratio __0161 " 0.1651 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
,Incidence Angle, degrees a . 
Aerodynamic Twist, degree! 
Toe-in Angle 
Cant Angle _ 
Sweep Back Angles, degree! 530
 
Leading'Edge 	 530 0
.7. 0Trailing Edg 

0.25 Element Line -_ 	 __ 
Chords: 




MAC 74.0 ft 15,.539 in
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC.
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 , -

B.L. of .25 MAC,
 









Area 	 24-0oo-1 
"an, (equivalent)ft 21.520 in 
Aspect Ratio ... __o... 
Taper Ratio 0.20o9 
Chords 
Root 89.67 ft. 18.830 in. 
Tip " . 3.y8 i., 
MAC 61.796 inf 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
V.P. of .25 MAC 8.L. of .25 MAC 	 -"-"--- --------­
TABLE VI 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING W 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Alternate swept wing. 










Planfom 5850 sq.ft. 258.0 sq.in.
 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) 153 ft 32.130 in 
Aspect Ratio I.o_0 4.o 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 0.235 0.235 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 3
 
2°0 0
Incidence Angle, degrees 







Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
0
Leading Edge 40 4o
°
 Trailing Edge 12-2 1PP
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 6ig fnt
 
Tip-, (equivalent) 14.55 ft 3.52in
 
MAC 743.10 ft 9,096 in
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 











Area . 3843 sq.ft. 169.5__.i. 
Span, (equivalent) -117.5 ft- 24 
Aspect Ratio 3-59 315q 
Taper Ratio 0.286 o286 
Chords 
Root 9 fo.,4 in.. 
Tip .L.55ft 3.05 in 
MAC 36.07 ft 7-575 in 
*Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 







MODEL COMPONENT: WING W13 
GENtRAL DESCRIPTION: Basic wing W1O.with clipped tips, split elevons and
 
a full scale exposed area of 4r-O0 ft 
 .
 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZW-213 (sheet 4)
 






Planform 7692 sq.ft. 339.0 sg.in. 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) __U __t .79187in' 
Aspect Ratio 2.13 2.13 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio O.116p8 p.iiF 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 30 .° 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 




Trailing Edge X A.Q 
0.25 Element Line _"4 
Chords:
 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 17 6 S P.-9&± in.
ft 





Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC ",...... 










Span, (equivalent) )5hz ft 2Qo- 1 in. 
Aspect Ratio !.063 
9.150Taper Ratio 1203-
Chords 
Root 3.6 7.67 in 
Tip 9.57 fT 2.69 in. 
MAC 56.86 ft lla4in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT: oAfApn C4
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic Delta Canard with 460 ft2 (two canards) of full
 
scale exposed area (li% of wing W13). Airfoil NACAO014-(6.6)(5) 
Canard rotates at 50% of root chord.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZW-213 sheet 3
 










Inb'd equivalent chord- .28.4o.ft;, 5.964 in.
 
Outb'd equi'lent chord 
 3.0 ft., 0.630 In. 
Ratfo Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 4.78 ft. .oo4 in. 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back rgiles, degrees 
Leading Edge 600 600 
Tailing Edge, 06 00 
Hfngellne ° G0'° o
 





MODEL COMPONENT: Canard C6-.
 
full scale
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Modified rectangular canard with 230 ft
2 

Airfoil section NACA 0014.5 (MOD) canard rotates
 exposed area (5.01$ of W13). 






DIMENSIONS: (Per canard, expose&) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area fl-5. sq. ft 5.075 sq. in 
10.70 ft 2.250 in.
Span (equivalent) 

10.7i ft 2.256 in
Inb'd equivalent chord-

10.74 ft 2.256 in






At Inb'd equiv. chord ,3.22 ft 0.677 in
 
0.677 in
3.22 ftAt Outb'd equiv. chord 






00 00Tailing Edge. 

Hingel The 0o° O
 





MODEL COMPONENT: Canard 07 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small delta canardwith 194 ft2 of full scale pxposed 
area (4.21% of W13). Airfoil NACA 0014-(6.6)(5). Canard rotates at .50% 
of root chord. 
DRAWING NUMBER: None
 





Inb'd equivalent chord' 







At Inb'd equiv. chord
 
At Outb'd equiv.. chord
 
...








Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
64
 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
"_97sq. ft 4.29 sq. in 
8.57 ft 1.8 in
 
19.05 ft 4.0 in 






MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAIL V7 
Basic vertical tail of airfoil section NACAO12-64(MOD)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 





'3228 sq. ft. 54.156 sq.in.
Area 

Span (equivalent) 4o-.42 ft. 8.488 in. 
f,42.o ft. 8.BaC in.Inb'd equivalent chor( 

20.89 ft. 4.386 in.Outb'd equivalent chord 
-Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At'Inb'd equiv. chord 14.7 ft. ,.0871 i_ 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 8.05 ft. 1.690 in. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge .356 35° 
o 00
 









MODEL COMPONENT: VMICOA TAIL V 8
 







 PULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area 380 Sq.t 60.856 sq.in. 
Span (equivalent) 48-5 ft. 10.185 in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord- 42.o t. 8.820 in. 
Outb'd equivalent chord 16T7 ft- 3.500 ±n. 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inbtd equiv. chord *.7 ft. 3.087 in. 
At Outbld equiv. chord 8.05 rt. 1.690 in. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge .- ,35 35" 
Tailing Edge., 10o 10 
Hingel ine 20 20 





MODEL COMPO'IENT: ENGINE EJ3 
GENERAL DES:RIPTION: Alternate fly-back engines,, four per nacelle wing 
Mounted under delta. wings W10 and W. 
DRAWIN -NUMBER: ZN-213 (seet ) 
DIMENSIONS: (per nacelle) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length ....... 3.08 in.
 
Max. Width (at nacelle) -_.. 370in.
 
Max. Depth (inlet) ..... 0.875 in. 
Fineness Ratio 
Area 
fax. Cross-Sectional (inlet) .... 3.21 sq.in. 







NOIDEL COMPOiENIT: ENGINE E32 
GENERAL DES RIPTION: - Basic fly-back engines individually suspended under 
.the wing and body.. Eight engines are located under wings W10 and W13J, with 
.two more located under the body. Through airflow is allowed. 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZN-213 (sheet 2 and 3)
 







_ 0.805 in. 
Max. Depth 0.805 in. 




Max. Cross-Sectional 0.509 sq.'in. 







YODEL COMPOfENT: ROCKET ENGINES pl 
areGENERAL DES:R!PTION: Rocket engines and fairing.. A total of eight 
located on outside ring of base plate. Dimensions given are for exposed 
nodel combustion chamber and nozzle. 
DRAWING NUMBER: ZN-213 (sheet 4) 
DIMENSIONS: (per rocket engine) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 2.437 in.
 
Max. Width (radius) 0.762 in. 
fax. Depth 0 in.(radius) o.76 
Fineness Ratio 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional o.456 sq.in. 











S'DBOL SDOM L DEFITION 
a 	 ALPHA 
 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axls; degrees 
-. BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI 	 yew angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive Xraxis is
 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI 	 roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-axis, positive-when the positive Yaxis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
 
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
a 
 speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 




q Q(PS) dynamic pressure; l/2PV, psi, psf
 
Q(PS) 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L 	 Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p 	 static pressure; psi
 
P 	 total pressure; psi
 





Reference & C. G. Definitions 
SADSAC
 
SYMBOL 	 SMBOL DEFINITION 
2
S wing area; m , ft2 
S SREF reference area; m2 , ft2 
z wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF) 
Ief LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see Z) 
bref EmEF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
2
Ab 	 base area; m , ft2, in 2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP 	 MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
 
M4RP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on I-axis 
M W 	 abbreviation for moment reference point
 
on Y-axis 






Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFINITION-
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M,-in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
0free stream conditions 




Body & Stability Axis System 
SADSAC 
SboL SBOoL DPr oITION 
Body Axis System 
CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient; 
0 A1-a] [(Pb - Pc)/q] (Ab/S) 
0Af CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
CMN yawing moment coefficient; M7q/qS bref 
CI CBL rolling moment coefficient; MX/qS bref 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
CM CM pitcoing moment coefficient; My/qA 1 ref 
C, CY side force coefficient; Py/qS 
Stability Axis System 
Ct CL lift force coefficient; FJqS 
CD drag force coefficient; FJqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
Obf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
CIN yawing moment coefficient; MZs/qS bref 
C, CSL rolling moment coefficient; Mx,s/qs bref 
L/D /D lift-to-drag ratio; CJ% 

































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees 




aileron - " total aileron deflection;

(left aileron - right aileron)/
 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevon - trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
flap 
- trailing edge down 
rudder trailing edge to the left 
spoiler trailing edge down 
tab trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 
positive trailing edge down: 
left aileron 
- trailing edge down 
right aileron 
- trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler - trailing edge down 
























In addition to the standard SADSAC notation, the following definitions are
 
special to this test:
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
6ex Y DE Deflection angle of elevons in degrees
positive trailing edge down based upon 
notation: 
X = L left side 
X = R right side 
Y = 0 outboard elevon 
X = I inboard elevon 
C
Xk DCX Canard deflection angle in degrees positivEtrailing edge down, based upon notation: 
X = L left canard 
X = R right canard 
CXF DCXF Canard flap deflection angle, positive
trailing edge down, based upon notation: 
X = L left canard flap 
X = R right canard flap 
ELEVTR Combined elevator deflection in degrees, 
for split elevons 
(DEI + DELI 
elevons (DEL 
+ DERI + DERO)/4 
+ DERI)/2 
or full span 
AILRON Combined aileron deflection in degrees,
for split elevons 
[(DEr + DELI) - (DERI + DER)]1/4 or for 
full span elevons,.(DELI + DERI)/2 
d6" CANVTR Combined elevator deflection of 
canards in degrees (DCL + DCR)/2 
6CA CANRON Combined aileron deflection of canards 
in degrees (DCL ­ DCR)/2 
6CF CFLAPR Combined canard flap'deflections in degrees, 





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both origipal
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse.
 
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing iE
 
mad up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients .of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 




NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
GD/C Mr. R. Lan'lisi
 
If popies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
W. R. Morgan 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 









NASA-MICHOUD ASSEMBLY 1971FACILITY 
NEW ORLEArS, LOUISiANA20129 
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- - 4 2 0 4 82 6 
 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANAe CANVTR CFLAFR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(SCA1S) GOLST 507-0 BI9lWVTP1E32C4CF0S. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 
 60.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN
SCA16) 0ODST 587-0 BISW1OVTP1E3C4(FOS.S 
 1 1.000 D.000 0.000 REFL
60.000 15.0620-












BASIC B-1SB CONFIGURATION PLUS WING MODIFICATION AND ALTERNATE ENGINE(E31)
* a ,--I -t-ra rrr -rr -1--, -r-r -rrr -rt rrr -rrr -ri-T- -t t -r-, 














- 1 - 20 
DATA SET S 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRITION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 







REFS 343.8704 So. 11 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFO 30.4400 IN. 
XMRF 33.4360 IN.Y.RP 0.000D IN. 
!MRF 3.9380 in. 
XALE 0.0171 
PAGE 2 











-6 -4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 
-BCNAI3) Q ODLST 587-0 0I9WIOV7PIE32C4(FOS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 
OC.AS6t587-0 DIWIOVTPIE3IC4(PO. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.001 







REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 -IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRF 0a0000 IN. 
ZHRF 5.9580 IN 
SCALE 0.0125 
PAGE 3 









PAGE - 4 
BASIC B-15B CONFIGURATION PLUS WING MODIFICATION AND ALTERNATE ENGINE(E313
 
*.2 	 i * i r l ,
i , # p ~ l _________x l J ~ i s l w~ 
0.4
 








°M 	 p 346 I 
0.0F 
_	 0__(10___ IN:_ 
-0 E 0.0 0t 0.2 
 0.) 0.4 0.S 0.0 ., 00 0.9 1.0
 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
CATA SET SYMBOl. CONSIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 






8£TA O° OSCALE 	 0.017, 
PAGE 5 
1.4 
BASIC B-15B CONFIGURATION PLUS WING MODIFICATION AND ALTERNATE ENGiNE(E31)
 










-5 -4 --3 -2 1 0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D 



































XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
ZNRP S.950 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 6 









-0.4 0.2 .58. N 
-.6* 





4 .3 *L °1* * 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR a 
GLST 5:"-V BIgWl.V'Plr3ZC4(FO$* 1) 1.000 0.000 0.00D 60.000 
GL'T 5-0 0I9WlDV7FIE3lC4(FQS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.0023 ! GZD 




REFS 343.a7D4 $0. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
RZFB 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0:0000 IN: 
SCALE D.11175 
PAGE 7 
BASIC B-15B CONFIGURATION PLUS WING WIO-13
 






















- 4 2 2 4 6 a to 14 IS is0 20 2 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ' CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
,ACMA13) 	 Q GDLST 587-0 BISWIOVTPIE5ZC4(POS. 11 U.000 
 0.000 0.000 9U.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IL

,ACHA14) GDLST 587-0 BI9WIOVIPIZE C4(FOS. 11 4.000 O.00 0.000 w. ,00 REFL 15.0620 IN.
(ACHAIS) GDLST 587-0 B19WIOVTFIE32C4(POS. 1) 
 8.000 U.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.
(OCMA931 OOLST 587-0 B19WI4-I3V7PIE32C4(FOS. 1) 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 XHRP 33.4360
PC9MA) GDLST 587-0 SI9WIO-I3VTFIE32C4(FOS. 1) 	 IN.
 4.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
(GCMA93 	 r GDLST 587-0 819W10-±3VP1E3ZC4(FOS. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SCALE 0.017t 
PAGE 8
 





















--4 - 4 a- 0 a 4 6 a IQ le 14 IS IS go B e 24 a6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DECRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
{ACHA13) GDLST 587-0 819WIDV7PIE3BC40PO3, 11 
 0.000 0.0 .00 6.00RF a3804 S.I
 ¢ACHAS4}1 GDLST 587-0 sl9w]ov~plE32C4(pOS. 11 4.00 0000 0.005 -*G REFL IN. Z
." ,:JU 15*0GZ0
(ACMA1$) *DLST $87-0 01B9WOVTPlE32C44POS, 1) 
 $.Duo 0.000 *D.OU 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.
(OCMA93) ODLST 587-0 B19WIC-13VTPIEUZC40POS. 1) 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 BEaOD XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 
IPCMA23) GDL$T 587-0 B19WIQ-33V7PIE3ZC4(FOS. 1) 4.00D 
 0.000 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
fac'A'3 1DLOT 567-0 B19WIO'Z3VTPIE32C4(FOS. 1) 8.000 
 DODDE 0.000 60,00D ZMRP 3.9360 IN.
 


























-- 06 - 4 a- 2 4 6 a i s 2 14 16 i s 2O 2 2 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES-

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I ACM VGLST 58T-D B19IOTIEp32C4(pOS. 1) 0.000 0.000, 0.000 60.00DRF 

A 1 3 ) 
34.04 S.I
 
CACKA14) 00-ST 587-O a19WlaVTPIE32C4(POS, 1) 4.000 0.000 0.00, -u 00 REFL 15.0620 IN.
 (AMXS LT5T-FlWIVPEU C41FOS. 1) 8.00o 0.O00 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.440 0 IN.
 0O A3) :DLST 587-0 B19WID-13V7PIE3ZC4(FOS. IT 0.090 0.O0 0.000 60.OOO XMRP 33.4360 
 IN.
 (PccmA 3) GOLST 56?-0 BIgw£G-13VTPlE32C4(POS. 1) 4.0 •.R -oO D0OOYR.ODD
a.  IN.
(QCNA93) GDLST 58r-O B9 I- V7P E3ZC4(POS: °O a) 0.D 60 zMRP 3 9380 N
°O Duo 

CANARD 1.000 SCALE 0.5175
 
PAGE - 10 
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--6 4 2 2
- a A 6 8 0 12 14 
 se IS 20 ga 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL " CMFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q, REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (OL"A10) Q OOLST 507-0 B19WID-IV7C4 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.00 4.80
EF S.I
COCHAUT) L GDLST 587-D0159WIO¥7C4 
 0.000 20.000 0.0139 - VJO REFL 15., 620' IN
 
I DCHA211 :DL$T 5 7 0 BIg1 I-13V7C 4 a . 0:000 0: 000 : :00 REFPS .4100 ,
000D IN
I ACA4) aD3 1
al--l 'IY7C4(POS* 1) 
 0,:0 0 0 0D 60000 a MRP 33 4a6a I
IACMA25) GDLST $87-0 S19wlQ-I3VTC4(FO$. 1) 0 .000 20.0D0 0.000 60.000 

















-6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE ,0F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 























'AC .. 4) 
(ACHA25) 
-GL-T 5Y-a 























ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 12
 
ALTERNATE B-15B AND WING Wi1O-13 WITH CANARD DEFLECTION
 








-- 4 - a- 2 4 6 a 10. 12 14 16 1a 20 22 24 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q INFORMATIONREFERENCE 
I UMA81WlU-STC0) GOLT 87- 0.00 .00 BUD60.00REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN,DCM.VT) GOUST 50T-0 
 01 Wl VTC4 0.000 20.000 0.00c -50 REFL 15.06au IN.
 
'DCMAZl 00"DLT 5 70 B19WIV-13VTC4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.UDO REFS 40.4400 IN.
 (AC.A2}.'LS " 8T-0 B19WIU-13VC4(POS. 1) 0.000 10.Q00 U.000 6000a XHRP IN.
33.4360 







CANARD 1.000 SCALE G07
 
PAGE 13 










- - 4 -2 0 2 
 4 0 8 10 12 14 13 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR 
 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION(DC4AIAOj GDLST 587-0 819W10-1V7C4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.0 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN{OCNA7) GDLST 587-0 619WlOV7C4 
 oo0 20.000 0.000 ri CO REFL 15.0620 IN.
(COEASI) GOLT 567-0 5191Wl-13V7C4 
 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 60.-00 REFB 30.4400 IN.
CACHA.4) .LST 507-0 819WI-13V7C4(FOS. 1) 0.000 10.000 0.000 60.000 
 XNRP 33.4360 IN.




















-0.1 0.0 0.1 U.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
DRAG COEFFLCIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q RFERENCE INFORATION
10OA01L3T 5:1,:0 B"WlU-IVIC4 ao 0.000
TNA 0.0 °00 60.000 REFS 343.8704G ..L T S 8 -- DIOWIUV7C4 SQ. IN2 .000 90.000
IDCNA2I' GOLST 5:?-0 0.000 .- 3 REF 15.062019w,I-1VTC4 L rN. .
000 0.000 0.000
I AC A.41 60.UGD REFS 30.4400 1 N.,. ,L T 58:Do S1SWIG-13TC4(P05°E 
 0.000 10,000
(ACHA25) GDLST 87-0 0.000 60.000 XNRp 33.4368 IN.
SI9WI0-I3VC4(F0S. I 
 0.00a 20.000 0.ooo 60.00 YRp 
 D.0000 'IN°
 






ALTERNATE B-15B AND WING WIO-13 WITH CANARD DEFLECTION
 
i .6 ... . ... . ... .. I... . . . . . . .














5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 to 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAR a REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CDCAIO) 9 GOLST 587-0 B±9WI±-IVTC4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 343.8704 So. FNCHAT) GPLST 587-0 BISWIOV7C4 
 0.000 20.000 0.00) -" 'O REFL 15.0620 IN.
£DCMA21) 001.57 507-0 81SWIO-13V7C4 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFB 30.4400 IN.
ACMA24) LI OLBT 507-0 8±SWIC-I3VC4(PO$. 1) 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 60.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN.
(AC A25) GDLST 587-0 BI9WI0-3V7C4(FOS. 1) 0.000 20.000 0.000 60.000 









_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ 
____ 
ALTERNATE B-15B AND WING WIO-13 WITH CANARD DEFLECTION
 
1. 4 














--'.5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 --. 1 -. 2 -. -4 -. , 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYHSCI CCNFIGURATIC. DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDCMAf) GOLST 587-0 819SW1-1V7C4 0.000 0.000 0:.0 . REFS 343.8704 SQ. II.IDCA07)1 GODLST 587-0 8IgWIOVTC4 OGoo 2D.000 0.00Gal ' REFL 15.0620 IN.DCMA211 *ODLST 587-0 DI9WID-13VTC4 
 0.000 t.000 0.000 60.00D REFB 30.tO0O IN.ACNAZA) GDLST 50-0 BIOWlb-13V7C4(F08. 1) 0.000 10.000 0.000 60.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN.(ACNA2$3 GDLST 587-0 BLSWIO-13V7C41POS. 1) 0.000 20.000 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 5.9300 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SC4LE . 0.v 
PAGE, 17
 













- a06-6 2 A 6 Is is 14 16 is 20 2a 24 '6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
Y B O L 
S M CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1 .0.. "'A 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 a 60.DOS 


































GDLST 587-0 B SW2O-IV7C4 :ACA1) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 18 
____ 



















0.0 0.1 0.30.2 0.4 




 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
a.000 BETA 0.000. a 60.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. i. 
2.0oo ELEVTR 0.000 AILROH 0.000 REFL 15.0680 ,IN.
3.000 CANVIR 0.000 CANNON 0M0R 3 4460
 
4.000 CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
 
8.000 DELO 0.00 DERO 
 U.000 
 ZNRF 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE, VV SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 B19WIO-IV7C4 CACMAlO) 09 AUG 71 PAGE 19
 
EFFECT OF CANARD POSITION (CANVTR=O DEG) B19WIOV7C4
 











-g* LL. ... .4. .. LL± 44.4.± ±.LLL I ..L±.L4. .. L.Lt 4-±tlt Lt..J.t 
5 -4 -3 -2 1 
l .LLL iLL± .J .4Jl. t  ..
a 1 t 3 4 5 $ 7 8 9 S0 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
SYMBOL CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.000 BETA 0.000 0 60.000 
 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN
 
2.000 ELEVTR 0.DO AILR* 0.J0 
 REFL 15.0620 IN. 
000 CTRN N 0.000 RED 50:4400 IN.
 
3:200 CFLAPR YNRP 03.30000 ZN
0.00D RUDDER U.130 yMRF O.000
 IN.
 
W .000 BELO D.000 DERO 0.000 
 ZHRF 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE vV SCALEM.01V5
 
GDLST 587-0 B19WIO-IV7C4 (ACMAIO) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 20
 























 .3 .2 .1 .0 -o1 .*2 -.3 .4 -.5
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL CANARD FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
1.000 BETA 0.000 Q 60.000 
 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
2.000 ELGVTR 0.000 AILR0N 0.000 
 REFL 15.O00 IN.
 
3°00 CANVTR ODD0 CANRON 0.00a REFS 30.4400 IN. 
43:0DO CF2AR ;.ago RUDDER 0.000 5F IN.33.4360




 ZNRP 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. COE NY 
 SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST 507-0 G19W10-1V7C4 CACMA1O) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 21
 











- 6--6 - 4 
 -- a 2 4 1, to 12 14 16 is 10 22 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANARD FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORMATION 
1.000 5ETA e0.000 60.000 
 ,REFS 343.8704 S.ID T.E
 
-0LST 4O - aAMAO 4A0U4 0O 1 20AG2 220 
DATA NIST. CODE NVl SCALE 0.0175 
GIJLST 587-0. 819W10V704 C[ACMAO7) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 22
 















-0 0.0 0.1 0." 0.3 0.4 0o5 a." 0.1 0.8 1.,' 1. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
SYMBOL CANARD 
1.00 0 BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 a 60 000 
REFERENC E INFORMATION 
REF S 343:704 3 
0 '00
'0D0 ELUVTRCANVTR 0.00a20.O00 AILOCARRON Q.UuD0.000 
REFL 
REFS 





FL A P R  







K .000 DELO 0*0000ATA MIST. COD DER0VV 0.000 2NRFSCALE, 3.93800.0175 IN. 
GDLST 581-0 819WIOV7C4 CACMA07) 09 AUG 71 PAGE 23 
__ 



















-5 - 4 - 5 - 2 - 1 1 2 4 5 6 7 a 9 1 
LIFT-ORAG RATIO. L/D
 
SYMBOL CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 BETA Q0.000 60.000 
 REFS 343.8704 QI 
Z.Du , ELEVTR 0°000 AILRON D.UnD REFL 15.0620 IN:
S 3.000" CA V R .0:0DOD CANRO t 0.000 REFS 30 4400 IN,
 
."Gao CFLAFR 0.000 RUDDER 0.0Da 

NIXNRP 
 33:43 'D IN,
K 4.000 DELO 0.000 YNRP a . 00 NDRO 0.000 
 ZHRE 3.0a,0 IN.
DATA MIST. 0VV
0ODE 
 SCALE a1 : 
GDLST 587-0 B1SWIOV-7C4 CACMA07) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 24
 
























.5 .4 .3 G-. 2. -..4-.
 
•PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICrENT, CLM
 
symBO CANARD - PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
- o BT 0006.00REFS
2. 343 0 704 8Q.12aso ELEVTR 0.000 AILRON 0.0DD.EF REFL 15:D620 1N.:
30.4400 IN
000 ELVTR 0.000 A 1R Q .RP 33.4360 IN.
 
4.000 CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 YHRF 0.0000 ZN.

.000 BELO 0.000 DERO 0.00 ZHRP 4.9360 IN.
 
DATA HIST. COE VV 
 SCALE 0.0,5
 
GOLST 587-0 B19WIOV7C4 CACMA07) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 25
 
EFFECT OF CANARD POSITION (NO CANARD FARINGS) B19W1O-13V7C4
 
* ---- , -r-i-r r--w -r---' -Tr, 
-,-rr rr -rrr-r,-









-. 6 -4 

- a- 2 4 10 -2 IS 16 is 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
B O L 

SYM CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIONI_.BOB BETA 0.000, Q 60.000 
 REFS 34a.8704 S.1 




 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 YMRP O.Doo I'.
12.000 ELO 0.000 DELR 0.000 
 ZMRF 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. COVE NVV SCALE 0.0275 
GDLST 587-0 B19W1O-13V7C4 
 CACMA21) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 26
 
EFFECT-OF CANARD POSITION (NO CANARD FARINGS] BI9WIO-13V7C4
a * 







0.. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.0 
- DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 






PARAMETRIC VALUES6.001 Q 
0.1D0 AILR 




























DATA MIST.CODE Vv SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 BISW!O-13V7C4 CACMA21) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 27 






















SYMBOL CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 .000 BETA .00 0 Q 6 G DREFS 34 .87 4 S . I 
REFL 15.0620 N 
O.:ODG CANVTR 0.0 0a CAMINR V.Duo REFS 30:44d00 IN: 
6 000 ELEVTR 0.000 AILRCH 0.000 
XHRF 33 436 INo; 1 .0 0 0 C F A PR . 0 0 0 R U D D E R 0 .0 0 0 Y l lp .O 00I N 
R 1.000 BELO D.Daul DELR 0.00a ZMRP 30.10380 IN. 
DATA MIST. COD HVV SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 B19WIO-13VTC4- C-ACMA21) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 28
 






















*4 - . 5 






PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 INFORHATION
 











AI LRO IN .

• 8 .000 ELEVTR . 000 REF O 3 0.44 00 

AR ON
0. 000 ANVT A . 000 
0.D 





. 00 RUDDER 0.000 XIRP 33.43G0 IN.
11.000 CFLAPR 

12.000 BELO 0.000 CELR .oDu 
 "ZNRP 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVV SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST 587-0 B19WlO-13V7C4 CACMA21) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 29
 
____ 




1.0 - - - - ­ - -
- ___ ______ A--




"*-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a IV 1, 14 IS ;a Re 224 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, AI PHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRipTioM CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR G REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BCAl' GOLST 587-0 B19WJD -1¥C4 1.000 00 0.000 60.000 REFS 343.8704 So. IN(SCNA 7) GOLST 587-0 Bl9wlOVTc4 
 1:.11. 110110 1:111 -- S- REFL 15.062a IN.
 
1 C.A45) 0 GDI-ST 507-0 829WIsVTc6(FOS )10 1 a 0 a 0 n G ..
(CA44) U LST 5ST-0 000 0.0 0 RF FS 30.4400Lj GuD R 
1~WGC(O.1) IN,DOD DDD1.,
IC B9I0.7C Ico 0Go 6.00 XR 346









. PAGE 30 
EFFECT OF CANARD PLANFORM AND SIZE WITH DEFLECTION
 
1.4 ,____ ,_ 










DATA SET SYMSOI CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OCNID GOLT 870 100 0000 0.0060.600 REFS 343.6704 SQ. IN89W
,CHAD T ) GDLST 587-0 
 89WIDVTC4 

1 C A45) 1 : 111 11OO11 ': 'I'llO REFL 15 ,0 620 IN *
G LST 587- 0 BIgwIOVTC6(POS . 1 1 
 O O
G , a* a* D 0 , a REF S 3 :.4 111 IN:
 









EFFECT OF'CANARD PLANFORM AND SIZE WITH DEFLECTION
 
1 .6 . l . J J i , e 
. . I . l 
















. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
 
5 4 3 2 -1 0 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. 	L/D

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD CANVTR 	 aCFLAPR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
GLST 57--: BIOWIO-IV7C4 
 1.000 D.AD 0.000 60.O0 REFS 343.8704 S0. IN
1CSAT) 
_ GDLST 507-0 89Wi1aVC4
I1C.A45) GDLOT $-0 	 1.000 20.00 0.00 - 2jO REFL 15.0620 IN.O 819Wi0V?C6(POS. 
1) 	 1.000 
 0.a00 0.0DD 0.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.

























S5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -2 .3 - .4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 










































YMRP 0.0000 IN. " 
ZHRP 3.9300 IN. 





























-4 4 2 0 
 4 6 8 10 12 14 -6 i8 20 24
2 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOl' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR 
 Q REFERENCE INFORMATIONtOCMAIO) GDLST 587-0 B19WlO-V7C4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 343.0704 SQ. IN(DCMA0I) 
- OLST 587-0 8$1WIDvTC4(POS. 1) 
 4.OO 0.000
(DCMA) 00DLST 587-D 0±9W±0V7C4(FOS. 1) 0.000 q"caO REFL 15.0620 IN.8.000 0.000 0.000 00.30O REFB 30.4400 IN.
iOCNA4SJ I GLST 5870- BIWIDV7C6(FOS. 1) 0.000 01000 0.000 60.000 XNRF 33.43601PCMA45; GDLST 587-0 B19w1DV7C6(POS. 1) IN. 4.000 0.000 G.000 60.000 YMRF 0.0000B59wo







EFFECT 	OF CANARD PLANFORM AND SIZE (CANTVR=O DEG]
 














6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IDCMA10) GDLST 587-0 S1SW10-IVC4 O.0o 
 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. in(DCNAII) -I GDLST 570 819WSV7C4(POS. 1) 	 4.000 0.000 0.000 ."'SJO REFL 15.0620 IN.IDCMA1Z) GDLST 587-0 BI9SW±V7C4(POS. 1) 8.000 0.000 0.000 bO.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.(OCNA45) 	 I GDLST 587-0 BI9W1nV7C6(POS. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 XNRP s3.4360 IN.CPCHA4S) 0OLST 557-0 BISWIoVTC6(POS. Z) 	 4.000 U.000 0.000 60.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN. (QCNA45) 	 I GOL T 507-0 819WL0V7C6(PFO. 1) 8.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 ZNRP 5.9380 IN.
 




.o~ rrr,,,r .... .. . .. .... ,.EFFECT OF CANARD PLANFORM AND SIZE (CANTVRzO DEG) .. .
 
.0°5 - -.-
- _ _ _ - -__ 











- - - - - - - -­
-40 -4 - a 2 4 6 a IQ 12 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA CANVTR CFLAPR a 
C CH A D :°IT5 7- :WlO-lV C4 0.000 0.000 D.D O0 60.000 
(CAll) L GDLsT 5o7-o BIWlOVC4(POS. 1) 4.000 D.000 D.DG -- 00 
DC A12 G L T 5 -- I WIOVTC4 FOS. 1 3 coo0 V:.OO° 0 . 1 1 . 0tO ' A 4 5 )I : D L T 5 8:77-0 B l~ wl jV C S O . 1 ) 0 0O0 O .O D O O .O O 0 6 . 0 0 PC A45) G LST 5 7-0 BISWI V C6(PO . 1 ) 4. 0 0 0. D 0 ,U° O OD0(QCMA451 GDLST 587-0 B19WlDV7C6(FOS. 1) 1..0b a...DO 0 -. 0 60..0Q 
CANARD 1.O00 
20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343.8704 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REF S 3 044 ... IN : 
H R P 3 .4 3 0 I N . 


















o -. -- - --4-------------
- 240 22 '24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONl DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O€MAO7) GOLST 587-0 BI9WIDV7C4 D.0oc 20.000 0.009 60.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. I., 
I DCHA09) GDLST 507-0 S59WIOVC4 IN.8:000 20.0 0:000 6000 REFS 30.4400 

(OC A44}) GDL$T 587-0 819WI VTc6(po$* 1) 0.D 20000 a .0 
 0 '. XMRPI 33.4360 IN. (PC:A44) GDLST 507-0 019WIVVTC6CP05. 1) 4.000 213.000 U*000 GDoDDU YMRP 0.0000 IN.(QC A44)I GDST 587-0 S19WLOV7C6(PO5. 1) 8.000 20.000 0.000 60,000 ZURP 3.9580 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SCALE O.0ITS 
PAGE 37 ­
EFFECT OF CANARD PLANFORM AND SIZE (CANTVR=20 DEG)
 















uo d . 0 1 - ­
z 
-O 4 ­ a 2 4 0 a so 12 14 16 i0 20 BE 24 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA CANVTR CFLAFR a REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CDCHA07) G OLST 5ST-0 B19W10V7C4 0.00 200 Da 0.00 60.000 REFS 34a.8704 SO. IN(0CHAS) Ll GDLST 587-0 819W1aV7C4 
o 0.000 . IN.4,00 20.000 "' h, REFL 15.062D(DCHA0) q GDLST 587-O 8±9WIVV7C4 0.000 20.000 0.000 60.d00 REFB 30.440D(OCNA44) ODLST 567-0 Bi9wi±YC6(POS. 1) IN. 0.000 20.001 0.000 60.00 XNRF 33.4360 ZN.PCHA44) ODLST 507-0 a,9W0VTC61PO. 1) 4.000 20.000 0.000 60.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
'(4CMA44) ') G0LST 587-0 819WIOVTCG(POS. 1) 8.000 0.000 ZNRP20.000 60.000 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SCALE 0.0175
 
PAGE 38 





















10 1Z 4 6 8 l 2 14 tG 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, Al-PHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SyHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIeTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR 
¢CAD?I C) GDLST SOT-D0 :19gWSVTC4 aD0.D 
IDCMADS) L3 GOLST 587- 1B~W10 7C4 4D0 0D,13 ':Do 
IDCMA~g IOGL57 5:7-0 1:wiovTC4 0:2000 20:000. *0 
OC.A4) 'L.'T 57_0 B2WivVTc6frOS. 1) go*O 0OODa .Oa6a o 
:PCHA44) GDLST 587-0 BIgWIOVTC6(po$* 1) 4.000 20.000 0.000 










20 22 24 Z6 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
E'Fs 343.8704 SQ. 10 
RrFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30 :4400 IN. 
XMRP 33 436 IN* 
YHRP 0.00D0 IN. 
















- 6- "- 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a I 12 14 is is 20 22 24 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCMAI) Q GDLST 587-0 B19WjGVPIE3ZC4(POSo 
11 1.000 0.00 .0O0.0oES 33.74 S.I
 
(SCMA10) L- DLST 567-0 BIS 1U-1V7C4 
 1.000 O.000 0.009 .-" 'i REFL 15.0620 IN.
tICNA 603 GDS I8- a 19WIGV7 60.400 REFO 30.4400 1 .
 
ii CHA . DLST 5687-0 B19C4 :FOSITIN V 1.000 0.o00 0.000 60.4D0 
 XRP . 3o.4360 IN. 
I/CMA50) GDLST 587-0 019wiD 
 60.400 YHRP 0.000D IN.
(ICHA51) , GOLST 587-0 B19 
 60.400 ZMRP 3.9360 IN.
 
BETA O.VVD SCALE 0.0175
 
PAGE 40 












DA A EQI4 S0 . C N I U 
GO S 0-
A I n D S R P I NC 





~ C E F 
.0 ' '0 
E E 
R P 
E C N O N 




- EA0.00SAL 4Or 











7 2 - 1a 1 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
CATA SET SINSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I0CNA13) GOLST 587-0 BIW10V7P1E32C4CPOS. 
C C.AI. GPLST 587-0 B19W10-IVTC4 
(ICMAOa) OLT 507-0 st9WIe " 
.1ICNASZ) OLSI 507-0 SIg¢4(POSITIN 1)
CICHA50) GDLST 587-0 a19 0 
CICHASv,J GOLST 507-0 a19 
1) 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
CANARB CANVTR CFLAPR 
1.000 0.000 0.000 
1.000 0.00 0.000 









REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REF8 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP .33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN: 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
















.5 .4 .3 .. 2 .1 * -'1 
 -*- -.4 -. 5
 
PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SIMBOI CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR rFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CN11 GCL:T :8?-D B19WIlIVTPlE3ZC4(POS. 1) 
 1.000 0.000 0.000 '-SCO REFS 343°8704 SQ. IN

DS 7-0
". .AIG q , 819WID-IVTC4 1.000 0.000 0.000 66,JD0 REFL 15.0620 in.
01 S 7
.MCA 1 ::;ST 0 B I V7 60.4 0 REFS 30.44O0 IN .
lic ,: ., GDL$:7 5 
 - 0 19C4 (POSIT I CN 1) 1 .00 . 000 0 .000 60 .400 XHRP 33 4360 N . 
(cl A S O1 D L S T S o T - a 1 M 6 0 .400 Y HR P 0 .* 00 0 G I N ° (CH t G LST 57-0 is9 
 60.400 ZNRP a.9380 IN:


















-o -4 2 0 2 
 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBMO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MTA CANVTR CFLAFR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:HCMAID) Q GDLST 507-0 B1SWlD-IVC4 a.coo 0.000 0.000 Qflq REFS 343.8704 SQ. I.(ACMAIg) L GOLST 5a7-0 819WI-2V7C4 0.000 a.00 0.006 ott UO0 REFL 15 .0620 IN.
'ACMA2D0 G-LST 587-0 S10WlQV7C4 a.00 0.000 0.000 600.000 REFB 30.4400 IN.
(CC.A5J' ,DLST587-0 819WIO-3V7C4(FOS. 80 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
(CCRA68J IX GDLST 587-0 619W1O-4VTC4(POS. 8) 0.000 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.(ECNAZ1) C GDLST 507-0 819W13-13V7C4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 0.000 SCkLE 0.017S 
PAGE 44
 












-0.1 0.4 0.1 

















0.000 " n.oPU 








( C H A GlW 
(CCHA68 
(ECWAZI) 
6 ) D L T 5 7 " GD S 8 - ~ 
GDLST 587-0 
GOLST 507-0 
I V ¢ 
ICHwlu-3vC4(FO$, 8) 
019wl0-4 VTC4tPOS. 0) 
819WID-23VIC4 


























CANARD 8.DGG SCALE 0.0175 
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-5 -­4 - -­2 --• " 5 6 7 a 9 is 
DATA SET SVMBOL CONFIOURATIOH DESCRIPTION 
CNCMA±0) Q GOLST 5:7-0 BISWXO-1VC4 (ACMAI9) 
-- GOEST 587-0 SSOWIO-2V7C4 
IACMAZ0) 
-TLSI587-0 019WloV7C4 
(CC.A5) GDLST 587-0 8I9W±0-3VTC4CFOS. 8)
CCCMAO8) GDLST 587- 019WlO-4V7C4(POS. 8)
(ECMA2I) GOLST 587-0 BIWlO-13VC4 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D 
BETA CANVTP. CFLAPR 
0.00 0.000 0.0a0G0 
0.000 D.0D 0.000 
0.000 0o000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 







REFS 343.0704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRp 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 8.000 SCALE 0o.075 
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1.4 















 .3 .__0 _-.3.4 -. 
-. -

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
TA MT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR 
 B REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CNAIDoJ G0LST 507-0 B19wo-1VTC4 0.000 0.000 0.001
CNAAJ 
-
-" 11a REFS 343.8704 So. IN6DLS1 507-0 BI9WIO-2VC4 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFL 15.G620 IN.
CNA2O) 
 4DLST587-0 BsW CVTC4 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 6D.OD REFS 30.4400 IN.
CUACS) GDLST 87-0 019WI0-3VC4pOS. 8) 0.0UU O.000 0.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.C4A68) G0.ST 57-0 019W1D-4V7C4(POS. 8) 0.000 0.000 0.000 




MAn) G 0 019W10 13VC4 












- 0.4 " 4 a t 
PAG 4 
DTA SFT SYMBOL CONT'JURATIC DESCRIPTION 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 



























EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE EXTENSION -CANARD POSITION I
 












-0 o.o 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 D.8 o.9 1o0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
OATA 3CT 3YMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I CRAIG) Q GOLST-587-0 B1gWlV-IVT¢4 1.000 0.000 0.005 -"- 0 REFS 343.8704 S.I
 
(CHCAT4) L GOLST 587-0 1gwI -6V7C4(FOS. 1) 1.000 0.000 " 0.000 60.000 REFL 15.0620 IN.
 (;CMA?5) DS 8- SIgwIC-?v7C4(PO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 S.BOG 6aGOO REFS 30.4400 IN.
 
I IC A GLSTD" 587-0 BIgWIG'SV7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 OOO 0.000 DU 613.000 XHRP 33.4360 IN.
 
IACMA92) GOLST 507-0 819WIG-13V7C40PO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.o000O IN.
 
ZMR 3.9380 IN.
SETA 0.00 SCALE 0.0175
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EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE EXTENSION CANARD POSITION I
 








- -4 - -- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
CA)AT.SET SYBOL COFIURATION ESCRIPTION 
I CAV )GDLST 587:0 Bl:WIlo-lV7C4 
' CMA 4 ) DLST 5 81-0 at L-6VTC4 (P O. 
11C.A 75I :-L f 01-9IW IQ TVU(P 
1) 
13 
LIFT-DRAG RAFIO, L/D 
CANARD CAVTR CFLAFR 
1.000 0.0130 0.0£ 
1 000 . U 0 . G000G 
1.000 0.000 0.000 
Q 
C- ,00 
60 . 00 
60.000 
REFERENCE7INFORATION 
REFS , 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL t.0620 IN . 
REFS 30.4400 N 
(ACHA92). GOLST S87-D 
9 )G L S 8 -
1WDSTC(O.1
8AH19W l -1 3V C 4 ( O S . 1 ) 
1.000 
1 .0 0 0 
0.000 
0 .O 0 
0.0130 
. 0 0 0 
60.000 
6 0 .0 0 0 
XMRP 
Y R P 
33.4360 
.O0 0 0 0 
IN. 
I N . 
ZMRF 3.9380 IN. 
BETA U.000 SCALE 0.0175 
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L.4 














.5 .4 .1 .2 .1 .- .1 
-. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
$ATA SET SWNDOL C6NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD CANVTF. CFLAPR 
 Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
SCHAIG) GDLST 507-0 DISWID-1VTC4 

£CHAT4) 1.000 0.000 0.000 f"lCO REFS 343,8704 SQ. IN
ODLST 587-0 829WID-6VTC4(POS. 1) 1.000 
 0.O00 0.000 680.JOO REFL 15.0620 IN.








ACMA92 1.000 0.000 0.000 00.000 XHRP 33.4300 IN.
GOLSt 587-0 SIWIV-13VTC4(POS. 12 


















0 YM~ 0 
-6 -4 -­ 2 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI 
(HCHAIOa GDS 5T0 (ACMA19) -/A GDLST 567-: 







4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA CANVTR CFLAFR 
o000 a.0 Do 0 
':00000 0:1000 0.00ij 






go 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343:8704 SQ: Ik 
REFL 15o0 60 u N, 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33:43860 1N. 
1.1P S..Iso IN. 
SCALE 0 .017s 
PAGE" 52 
EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER WITHOUT WING-BODY FILLET CANARD POSITION 8
 









- 0.. 0.1 . D03 1.4 a.5 0.6 .7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET 3YH@DOLCOFIGURATION DSCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
INHCAZIO OLS 5:'7:6 BIWIG-IVI4 
 000D 0.000 0.000 9 REFS 
 a43 °704 so. in
' A. . 1' , GLS T 131- - V C 
 0:WO
(ACHA20) GDLST 58-0 BOO0.000 , 0 6u..00 REFL 15.0620 IN,
BI9WlGV7C4 
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR 
 Q REFERENCE INFORMATIONCH fl0J GOLST 587-0 819WIO-iVTC4 0.000 0.000 0.000 - "-L0 	 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN(ACMAG) OPLST 507-0 B19WI1-2VTC4 0.000
IAC.A2O) 0 	 0.000 0.0O0 60.0 REFL 15.0620 IN.GOLST 5o0-O 0iSWfCVTC4 0.000 	 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP O.0000 IN. 



























.5 .4 .3 	 .1 .0 -.1 -. 2 -. 3 -.4 -.5 
PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT., CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIZV DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORNATION0 0LSTGCNAS0 587-0 B19WIG-IVTC4 0.000 0.000 0.000 .	 REFS 343.8704 So. ZN
IACNAIS) GDLST 587-0 019WI±-2V7C4 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 	 REFL 15.0620 1N.
CACHA2OJ GDLST 587-0 DIOWI'VTC4 




























-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACk, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTP CFLAPR w REFERENCE INFORMATION
 ( CMAID) GDLST 587-0 019W10-IV7C4 1.000 0.000 O.DO0 '.DO REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN,IC.AT6 GDLST 5O7-0 al1WfOSVTC4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 .o00 REFL 15.0620 IN.(ACNASO) 0 GDLST 587-0 B1gWl1-$VTC4(pQo. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 . G0.D0 REFS 30.4400 IN.. 
HXRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 3.9380 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.0175 
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EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER WITH WING-BODY FILLET CANARD POSITION I
 









- 1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.; 
DRAG-COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SCT.GYNBC ccorGURAION DESCRIPTICH "MARC CANYTR CFLAFR a REFERENCE INFORNATION 
I BCNAIo) Q GDLST,57-0 819WD-IVC4 1.000 0.000 U.00"l r.C RES 34 $0 3 (ZCHA7 91 DLST 87-0 
 B Igw ID-S VTC4 (poS . 21 1 000
(ACHASO) GDLST 587-0 BlgWlV-9VTC4(POS. 1) .0 0 .0 .000 D *.00 6 .J D RE FL 1 5 0 62 0 1N.O 000RF 04D N
 
RP 33 4360 IN:
 
ZNRF 3 .9300 IN.
 
BETA V.Daa SCALE 9.6175
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LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
10Hll 
, IC.AY ' 
'ACMASO) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
GDLST S:1:0 BISW 0-1VIC4 















6 . -0 
60.000 
REFERENC INFORMATION 
REFS 343.8704 SQ. I N 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.440D -IN. 
XMRFY-RP 33.43600.0000 , IN,IN. 




EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER WITH WING-BODY FILLET CANARD POSITION I
 
3.0 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
0.4 
-J° 
-. 4* 0.2 
-0. LLI 













PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
HSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANYTR CFLAR 0 
DL:T ::7-0 019W1D-l¥IC4 1.000 0.000 0.000 f *oOl
" L T 58-0 Blgwo -v7C4tpoS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 bi, 0GOLST 507-, 819WIG-SVWC41FOS 
o 13 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 
BETA 0..00 
3 .4 -. 5 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 INo 
XNRP 33 4360 IN: 
IllP 3.11.1 IN.SCALE 0°Din 
PAGE 59 
__ 
EFFECT OF WING-BODY'FILLET CANARD POSIT-ION o
 
. . . . . . . ..__777 . . .. . 







-066 -4 -2 a 1 4 8 1021 6 is 20 22 24 2, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET, symso CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTP CFLAPR -G REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,ON13 GDLST 587-0 BlgWlo-1VTC4 8,000 B.0O .000 P.970 REFS 343.S704 SQ. IN
,zcHA65) R 'LST 587-0 SlSWIO-3V7C4{FOS 8)
. 


























-0 0.0 - 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 5.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 



















REFS 30.4400 ZN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.030 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.0175 
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--0*6 -5 -4 -­ 3 -- 2 1 . a . 4 4 5 GJ-JLL a .. 
DATA SET SYMBOL C04FIGURATI0 
COCMAIO) 0 G0LST 587-0 




LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
8.000 D.000 0.000 





REFS 343.8704 SQ. IH 







YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
BETA D.000 SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 62 













PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 0 
.OMAD GOLST 5ST-0 DSIW-IV7C4 6.0013 0.000 0.00c . 5 




REFS 343.C'04 So. in 
REFL 25.0620 IN. 
REF. 30.4400 IN. 
X-RP 3a.4360 IN: 
YMRP 0. 0 NZMRP ... 380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
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-6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 	 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACk, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET sYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 0 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ChAIQ' 6"DLST 507-0 B19W±0-IVTC4 1.000 0.000 0.000 - tJO REFS 343.8704 	 $00, IN(ZCNATS) G.LOT 507-0 51WlO-SVC4cPOS. 1) 	 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFL 1$.0620 IN.(ICMA74) GDLST 587-0 OIWIf'B-VTC4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 80.000 	 REFB 3a.4400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 



















-* . 0.0 0.1 02 03 0.4 a.5 





DATA SET SrBOL CCFIURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR QCFLAFR REFERENCE INFORMATIONI CAD : OLST 587-0 019WID-IV7C4 1.000 0.000 DAGDS - 11-0 REFS 343.8704, IC.A73) a 	 DLST 5 T-0 012WIO-117C41p0 , Il SQ. IN 2.000 0.000 0.000 6a00D REFL
MCA?4 G LST 87- OgIGV7C4(POS,8 1) 1.000 0.000 	 15.0620 IN.0.000 	 6U.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.
 
XNRP 33.4360 IN.
YHRP 0o -. IN.
_u 
















- 5 4 - 2 
. . . . . . . . . . 




SYMBOL COSFIURATIN DESCRIPTION 
GCAI0QO DLST 587-0 619W10-1V7C4 
Q GDLST 587-0 SIOWIO-5VTC4(POS. 1)0 GOLST 587-0 BI9WI0-6VTC4(FOS. 1) 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/U 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 
1.000 0.0 0.000 
1.000a .o0 0.000 






REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFB 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 3.930 IN. 
BETA o.Ooo SCALE 0.0175 
-GE GG 










 .4 .3 .2 .1. 
-1-	
-3 -4-
PITCHING MOMENT CGEFFICIENT, CLM
 
OAT4 SET SIMSOL CCNFI URATICN DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IB-la' GCLST 587-0 B19 UD-IV7C4 1.00a 0.000 - 0.000 " -10 REFS 345.8704 SQ. IN

'TCMA,31 GCLST 587-0 DISWlO-SV7C4(FQS. 1) 	 1.000 D.000 
 0.000 60.aGO REFL 15.0620 IN.
CICHA74)1 GVLST 50T-0 019WJ -GVTC4 CFOS. 1) 	 1.000 0°0oO 0.000 60.000 	 REFS 30.440D IN.
 
XNRp 33 436n IN:
 
lHRP 0.: 0 IN*
 
BETA ..	 Z HRP020 	 SCALE 3 °.., a IN *..171
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- . . . . ..................... ... .... 
 . ..
 
-o 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 I C 14 16 i 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD 
 CANVTR - CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION(ACMA92) Q GDLST 567-0 SIWjO-13V7C4(FOS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 REFS 343.8704 SQ. INCICMA91) 11 GDLST 587-0 8SIJWI-IZV7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 6U. 100 REFL 15.0620 IN.
601.5(ICHA74) D 587-0 BI9WI-6V7C4(FO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.(zc:ATS) 00L5T 587-0 B1W10-7V7C4(POS. '1 1.000 0.000 0.000 60,000 XNRe 33.4360 IN.
0IC0A73
GLST 587-0 B19W10-5VTC4(POS. 1) 1.00O 0.000 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
(I CMA76) [ GLST 587-0 B19W0V-V7C4(FOS. 1; 1.000 0.000 0.0aD 60.000 ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.0175 
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.00d 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 










GDLST 587-0 BIOWID-13VTC4(FOS. ±} 
GLST 587-0 0I9W10-IZVC4(P0S. 1)
GDLST 5S7-0 19WIO-6VYC4(POS. 1)
OLt 587-0 S±SW10-7V7C4(P05. 1) 
DLST Sa-0 0I9W10-SVTC4CPOS. 1)






























REFS 343.8704 So. ZN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
ymaP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0D.175 
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- -4 -3 -2 1 1 2 3 4 5 9 so$ 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORNATTON 
(AC"A92) Q GDLST 587-0 BIgW10-I3V7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 U.Dao 000 fUORF 4.74 S.I
 
, IcMAg91) Z GDLST 587-0 Bl9wlo-lZV7C4cPOS. 1) 1.000 
 O.0O0 0.000 U.JDO REFL 15.062U IN.
GLSI 57-0
c ICHA741 V B1gWto-6V7C4(FO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.aDD REFS 30.4400 IN.
XCHATS; GDLST 57- 0 9wIU-TVTC4(PO5: 11 i.Goo 0.0D0 
 0.000 60.000 XMRP 33.436D
(CA73) GDL T 57-0 BI ., -5 TC4 POS 1; 
IN. 
CICMA76) V . 1:. 1:111 1:.11D g :0 0 'R'GLSI 587-0 BIgwID-cVTC4(FOSI O.00 a 0:0.O N:
a3 aoO aD 6oa a ZMRP 3°9.8 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SC4LE 0.0iT5
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5 .4 " .2 .1 .0 -. 1 .2 -.3 -.4 -. 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
 CANARD CANVTR 
 CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATIONCACMAS2) GOLST 587-0 BSSWIO-13V7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 $"V0 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN
(ICHA1)I GOLST 58- 819WIO-IV7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 
 0.0D0 60.D0O REFL 15.0620 IN.
ICMA7A4 0 60LST 507-0 BS1WIO-6V7C4(PO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.
(lC.AO ) ODLST 587-0 8IW1O-7VTC4(FO. 1) 
 I.OD 0.00a 0.000 60.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
(CICA73) DLST 587-0 S1gWIO-SVTC4(POS. 1) 
 1.000 0.0o0 0.000 60.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
0LST 587-0
CAIG) G SIhfl-.V7tCS(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 
 00.000 ZNRP 3.S,80 IN. 
BETA D.000 SCALE 0.0185 
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-6 -4 a a 2 4 6 a in -2 14 &6 is RD 2 24 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIOURATION DESCRIFTION BETA CAN4TR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q.000 0.000 0.000 ".CPU REFS 343.0704 Be. IN 
4ACHAZO) .LS OULST $07-0 sI9wIv-14VFIC4(POS. 11 0.000, 0.000 0o000 u.'JO REFL -. 15.062a in. 
" CRAZY) 0) GOLST S87-0 SI9WIG-"3VTFZC cFOS. 1) 0.00a 0.6011 .000 6B.000 REFS 30.4400 IN. 































-0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION 
C • 0 GOLSI 5870G 8I9Wl0-13V7C4 
CACHA2;8J L DLL1T 5870 819W10I3V7F±C4(PO$. 1)(ACNA27J GDLST 587-0 BISwIO-13V7FC4(POS. 1)(ACHAZ8 I I GLST 587-0 BIWIU-13V7F3C4(FOS. 1) 
CANARD 1.00D 
0.4 0.4 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
BETA CANVTR CFLAPR 
0.000c .o00c 0 
0.00 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 







0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343.8704 SQ. V. 
REF. 15.0620 ZN. 
REFS 30.440D IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
ZRF 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.017! 
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EFFECT OF WING FENCES ON WING WIO-13
 








S R a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 to 
LIFT-DRAG RATI3, L!D
 
lwn F C:Oa 000 5.030 30.44aO 

CACHA281 [ GOLST 581-0 I1t, -t.,,7F$C4 . 1) 0.110 9.0,oo 0o000 6a000 XARP . 33.A360 [
 fAC 























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IVMZ)Q GOLST 587-D SI9WIU-I3V7C4 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 f--VrD 	 REFS 343.8704 $a. IN, ACM.26) Ll DLST 587-0 8$9WI0-t4VTric4tFoa 
. 
1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 oU JOD REFL 15.0620 IN.
AC A Z7 ) j GDLST 587-0 B19WID- 3VTF C4 (FO .










CANARD DEFLECTIONS FOR-WING WIO-13
 












-6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA CANVTR CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DCMA21) GDLST 587-0 B19WI0-13V7C4 
 0.000 0.000 0.00o _'.0 0 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN
 
tACHAL4) L OLST 507-0 819W10-ISVC4(POS. 1) .000 10.002 0:000 0.000 REFL 15.0620 IN.
(ACEALS) GCL$T 507-0 19WIV-15V7C4POS. 1) 0.000 0.100
20.000 00.000 REFB 30.4400 IN.
L G.STvACNA2I507-D B19WIo-13VTCT(POS. 1) 0.000 10.000 0.000 60.00a XMRP 35.4360 IN.





















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIN DSCRIPTIC 
AGOLST 587-0 B9WIO-13VC4 
tACIAZ4) GOLST 587-0 S±9W±0-±5VTC4(PoS. 1)
CACA25) ODLST 587-0 019W10-13v7C4(pOS. 1)
CACHA2Z) i GDLST 587-0 SISWID-13VTC7(POS. 1) 
0AC0A23)" OL$T 587-0 BS1WIQ-13vTC7(pOS. 1) 
CANARD 1.000 
0.4 0.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
BETA CANVTR CFLAPR 
0.000 0.000 .D0DD 
0.000 10.000 0.000 
0.000 20.000 0,000 
0.000 10.000 0.000 








0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 3A3.8704 So. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0:75 
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CANARD DEFLECTIONS FOR WING WIO-13
 
. . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . .
 . .














- - -- 3 4 5 6 7 a 1 
DATA SET 0V*BOL CCfFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(OCHAZI GDLST 587-0 B19WI-13VC4 
CACNAE4) GOLST 587-0 BISWIO-13V7C4(FOS. 1) 
(ACHA25) l GOLST 507-0 a 9BIW-13V7C4(POS. 1)CACA23 L GDL.ST 507-0 B69W1D-3VTC'?7FOs. 1)
(ACHA23) GOLST 507-0 519WIo-13V7Cr(Po0. 1) 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D 
BETA CANVIR CFLAFR 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 10.000 0.000 
0.000 20.000 0.000 
a.000 40.000 0.000 








REPS 543.0704 04. INREFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 ZN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNHRP 3.9380 IN. 
CANARD 1.000 SCALE 0.0±75 
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.5 .4 .3 2 
. -.1 -.2 .3 -.4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA -SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA CANVTR CFLAPR 
 Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
OCHAttI G0&T 507- 0 319Wg0-13V7C4 0.006 U.UUO 0.000 
 .l,0P0 	 REFP 343.0704 SO. IN
CAC AZ4) GDLST 58-D SIg91l0-13VC4(POS. 1) 
 0.000 10.000 0.000 
 60.000 	 REFL 15.0620 ZN.
(ACNA2SJ 001.ST 587-0 
 819W10-13Vc4(po. 
 11 0.000 20.000 a.000 
 60.D0 	 REFS 30.440D IN.
(ACMA22) .DES 5l. .0 01SU10-13VCCPOS. 1) 
 O.O 10.000 0.0 DD 60.0D 
 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
CACNA23) GDLST 587-0 0W14-13VTCCFOS. 11 
 0.000 20.000 0.00a 










CANARD/CANARD FLAP DEFLECTION FOR CANARDC 
4 I 
lbt 










-06 4 -2 a 4 8 2toD 14 16 18 20, 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIN CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I ICMA453 G) GDLST 56?-G BJSWIUVTC6(FOS. 13 1.000 0.000 0.000 - REFS 343.0704 
 SQ. IN
 
, ICHA44 Ll GDLST 5ar-O alswiaVTC6(FOS. 1) 1.000 20"Ua0.00 D OJOu REFL 15.0620• . IN.
(ACNA46) GDLST 587-o BIgwIDvTc6(pOS. 1) 1.000 -10.000 20.000 60.000 REFS 040 
 N






BETA 0.000 SC4LU 0.0175
 
PAGE so 
CANARD/CANARD FLAP DEFLECTION FOR CANARD C6
S.0 . . ..l . . . . .














DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IIMA51 :LST ::,1:0 SIWl.V7C6(POS. 1) 1.000 11.000 0.000OP~onO
I IC.14., GLT a8- B19WID TCGPOS ° 1) REFS 343.8704 So. IN 1.o 0 0000 D
~O .GU . .00 REFL t50620 IN..
 
I ACMA46) ODLST 587-0 619WIQV7C6(POS. L) 1.000 -10.00 O .00 G.0 EF 040 N
IACA4.7) GDLST 58r-0 BISWIDVTC(POS. 1) 
 1.000 -10.000 
 40,BoD 60.000 XMRF 33.4360 IN.'
 
¥MRP 
 a, 00 
 UN°
BETA 0.-00 
 ZNRP 3.,93:0.. 'N.
E 0.0176 
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CANARD/CANARD FLAP DEFLECTION FOR CANARD CS
Is~r~.v 1i-r- rni -1--r-rf -rI--rr ,-r-- -rrr ,-rr rr-,-, -r,-- -,,--


















DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIODESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR QCFLAPR REFERENCE INFORMATION
CICHA45) 0 ODLST 587-0 SISWIOVTC6(pOS. 1) 
 1.000 0.000 0.000 Fr.0nl REFS 343.870* SQ. IN
(ICHA44) 
__ ODLST 587-0 BISWI±VCGFOS. 1) 1.000 20.01D 0.000 o . ,00
(ACHA46) a OPLST 587-0 B19W0V7C6(POS. 1) REFL 15.0620 IN. 1.000 -10.000 20.000 60.000 REFS 
 30.4400
CACMAt7) GDLST 587-0 ISWIv0C6(POS. 1) 1.000 -10.000 40.000 
 60.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 
''in 0.0000 IN. 



















.2"._4______,_*_-_ -,4 -°__ 
PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CA TA SET SYNBOL CCFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION CANVTRCANARD CFLAFR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.O .O .CO RF 4°74 S.I IZCRA45) Q GOLST 587-0 SI9WI0V7C6(Po3. 1}1O 
".108 .in*
'ICHA44) Ll GOL T 587-0 0I9WIQV7CG(poS S, 1.000 1:  '-=O REFS 315 :0. 

* 
AHA46) 8000.4400 GLST $8- U a 9 a V (OS 1) 1.000 - ,0 0 0. O 00 R a 3F2 IN 
'ACA4) GDLST $87-0 a~WO9) 0 6p~ .000 _1c.00, 40. oo 60.000 XHRp 33.4360 IN: 
.RP .:,-..0 1N. 
BTA O U TO TCALE 0.0175 
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HIGH WING CONFIGURATION - LONGITUDINAL DATA
 















- --- -- - 0 2 4 6 8 10 -2 14 16 ia 20 22 24 266 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYBOL COFGURATION DSCRIPTION 	 CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( CHA61 ) GDLST 587- 8 82WIOC4(FOS. 8) 	 INVERTED 8.D001 .Suo a000 r 9,4 0 R F S 343 8704 SQ. IN 
INV RTED 8.000 10 .00 . 000 ..4 00 REFL 15.0620 IN .I CHA 2 , - GDLST 587- 0 B OWIDC4 ( OS. 8 1 (IC A63 ) <> G L T 587-0 B 20w10 INVERTED 60.400 R F S 30.4400 IN
 
ICHA 4 jU GDLST 587-0 2 WID-3C4(POS. 8) INVERTED 8.000 C.000 0.090 60 400 X RF 33.4360 IN .
 


















DATA SET $YMSM 
41MA,1 






GDLST 587-0 82SWIUC4(F0$° 6)
D$:, -0 S2OWlVC4(POS. Z) 
D.LST 5 $7-0 20 w1o 
GOLST 587-0 aZOWIO-3C4(F0$. 8) 
0.000 
0o3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
INVERTED 8.090D 0.00 0.000 
INVERTED 8.000 10.000 0.000 
INVER T D 




f .. APO 
. 00 
6 . = 
60.400 
0.8 0.9 1.; 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 34 .0704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
R F 0 4 0 N 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
Y0RP . 0 0 0 0 I N . 
ZH P 3°98 Ia.SCL_ 
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____ 


















. . . . .i . . .W L±. ...
 
-5 -4 2 1 
 3 4 5 6 7 $ 10 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D ,

DATA SET SNMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR a REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B LST 507-0Q GICNAO) 20W±OC4(PO . 8) INVERTED 8.000 0.000 0.00. Ef.AQO REFS 343.8704 SQ. INSICNA02) __ 00L8T 507-0 BZOWIDC4(POCO. 8) INVERTED 8.000 ±0.000 0.000CICMA63) GOLST 587-0 020WID 6u. 00 REFL 15.0620, IN.
INVERTED 












HIGH WING CONFIGURATION - LONGITUDINAL DATA
 













D L S T 5 8 7- D 
L GOLST 587-D 
SETA 0..0-
aZOW1OC(PO$. 83820WIOC4(POS. 8) 
























































-* 4 -* 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OCMA61) GOLST 587-0 820WIOC4(FOS. 8) INVERTED 0.000 8.000 0.000 t.0Ou REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN(PCAS)1 G1DLST 587-0 820WIOC4(POS. 8) INVERTED 4.0D0 6.000 0.00 .. .00 REFL 15.0620 IN. 
IQCNAGI) GOLST 507-0 B20W0C4(POS. 8) INVERTED 8.000 8.00o 0.000 0.000 REFS 30.4t00 IN. 
, CNA0S) ODL.T 587-0 oaowio INVERTED 0.000 8.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
PCHA6$) GDLST 587-0 B20WI INVERTED 4.000 8.000 0.OG a.000 YIRP 0.0000 IN. {0CfA63)I *DLST 587-0 ZOW140 INVERTED 8.000 8.0D 0.000 0.000 ZMRF- 3.938b IN. 
Q 60.400 SCALE U.01t75
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HIGH WING CONFIGURATION - LATERAL DATA
 
1
* 048 ,-w-i- *'-w-r -rrr *,-yw-I-i,-r-r-r r-sw,- -,- -- r rrr rrr r-I-r -rr 


















.. 4 - 0a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 '22 4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT4 SET SYMBO COFIGURATI# DESCRIPTION SETA CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 




































CPCNAG3) G3S 587-0 520w14 INVERTED 4.000 0.000 V.000 0.O0 YNRP 0.0000 ZN. 
(OC"Ac" ) GDLST 587-0 020W41 INVERTED 8.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ZMRP 3.9300 IN. 
a .60.400 SCALE 0.0±75 
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6-0D-O- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a in i-t 14 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA CANARD AILRON 
I "MAGI I GDLST 587'-0 SZOW1DC4(FOS* 8) INVERTED 0.00D 8.000 S.Doo 
,PCHAGII L GDLST 587-0 B20WtUC4(POS. 6) INVERTED 4.000 8.000 0.0004GCMA 1) DS -0 B2OWIDC4CFO$. 8) INVERTED 8.000 6.000 U.000 
€OCA3 ) DL:T ;:7--0 520wia INVERTED 0.000 6.000 0.000 










2U 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343-.8704 So. IN 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS) 30.4400 IN. 
xHar 33.4360 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 3.938D '1N. 
SCALE D..75 
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-6 4 -a u 2 4 6 8 10 I2 14 .26 18 20 22 24 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 




























aETA o.0oo SCALE 0.6175 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CA53Q GOL5T 587-0 219 ( C KA1({A52) 
--A G LST 587-0 B19C4(POSI I CN 1)(ICHAS3)I fiLST 5:7-0 SS9CS(PO$ITIOW,2;
(11CMA54J1 a fiLST 5 7-0 B19C6(FOSITION 1; 
BETA 0.000 
0.D3 0.4- B.5- 0.6 
'DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
CAA CANVTR CFLAFR 
.000 0.00 OOO1.000 O.0OO 0.00 




B . Do 0.0 
60 .400 
° '0.9 1.r0° 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN 
REFL I;0 ... IN.EF .. 
XMRP 33°4360 IN. 
Y.RP 0.2000 IN. 
ZHRF 3.9380 IN.SCA-E O.&ITS 
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EFFECTS OF CANARDS UPON BODY 












5 -4 -3 -a - 0 I a a 4 5 6 7 8 9 1o 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN OESCRPTION 
CZ~flS) GDLST 57:0 B19 
I1CNA5Z) ZS OLST 507-0 BISC4(POSZTZON 1)
ICHA53) a GODSt 5O7-0 BISCS(POSITIZI 1)
CIC"A54) Ij GDLST 587-0 BISC6CFOS±TIO* 1; 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR 
1.000 0.000 0.000 
1.000 0.000 0.000 







REFS 343.8704 S0. ZN 
REFL ±5.0620 ZN. 
RE S 30.4400 ZN 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 1 .380 IN. 
SETA 0.000 SCALE 0.D175 
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.5 .4 .3 . 2 
-. 2 .-. 3 .4 -. 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA ZCT SYNMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
"NARD CANVTR CFLAPR a REFERENCE INFORMATIONICNAS±) Q GDLST 587-0 lls 

ICMA52J L 
 6Q.400 REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN
GOLST 587-0 SI9C4CFOSITICJ 1) 1.000 0.000 0.00r. 4,O0 REFL 15.0620IICHA53) 0 GQLST 587-0 BICSPOSITLC 2 1.000 ZN. 
ICA54) 5 a.000 0.000 60.400 REFS 30.4400 IN.GOLST 587-0 BISC6(FOSITION 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.400 XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN.' 
ZNRP 3.9380 ZN. 
BETA 0.100 SCALE 0.175 
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- _ 4 - a 2 4I a 10 14 16 is z 22 24 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C¢hFIGU-4TION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR 4 REFERENCE XNFCORATION 
"OAH G} GDLST 5 819WIDV,7pl¢4 CO VARIATIONJ 1.000 0.O00 0.000 , c ES 33.74 S.i 
TACNA "' 
I ACNM8) I 
. -
! GDLST 5 
a LST 587-0


















VNRP 0.00D0 IN: 
S. TA -.-- ZURFSCAL .93800.0175 IN. 
PAGE A5 












_ _ _ _ 
Li­
.0. . 0.2 0.3 0.4 1., .7 .8 1.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 















































YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMR 3.380 IN. 
BETA 0.000 :ALE 0.017 -
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ti rk 









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IACMA56) Q GDLST 587-D BZ9WI0V7FIC4 
'ACHA57) L' GDLST 587-0 - DIgWIOVpIC4
fACHASS) k GDLST 587-0 03gWIGVTPlC4 
I ACHA593-U GDLST 587-0 B19WlQV7PIC4 




















REFS 343.8704 S.I 
REFL 15.13620 IN. 
REFO 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRp 0D,ODo0 IN.2 Rp 3, "8 IN:SCALE 0.G175 
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.5 .4 .3 1 .0 -* .2 .3 
-2.4 -. 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CACMA56 Q GDLST 507-0 BI9WlOVP1C4 (Q VARIATION) 1.000 0.000 0.00 1- 1 REFS 343.804 So. IN:AC GOLS 587-V 819WI0V7PIC4 (4 VARIATIONI) 1.000 0.000 0.0ou O..00 REFL 15.0620
S(ACMA58) GDLST 587-0 819WIv0?F1C4 (Q VARIATION) IN. 1.000 0.000 0.000 102.300 REFS 30.4400 IN.(ACNAS9) U *OLST 507-0 BIWIOVIPIC4 (Q VARIATIONJ 1.000 0.00O .000 154.900 XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YWRP 0.0000 1$. 
ZNRP 3.9300 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.0175 
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-2 0 &104a2 14 16 t8 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 







OLST 587-0 BISIOVT 
01T 507-0 Sl9SIl-3V7 
GOLOT 507-0 01SWI0-4V7 
GLST. 07-0 0 19WI0-13VT 

























REFS 343.0704 St . IN 
REFL 15.0620 1*. 
REFS 30.4400 *. 
XMRP 35.4360 *. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
TA 0.000 SCtLE 0.P175 
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DELTA CONFIGURATION WITHOUT A CANARD
 
1.4 . . .__I. 














_ _ _ _ 
-6.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 D., 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 a.$ 0.9 ".0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT; CO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER Q REFERENCE INFORHATIONCCA) GDLST 587-0 ssWIOVo 
(I.ADLT 57-0 
0.000 S.AUD 0.000 G6.4DO REFS 343.8704 So. IN019W0-3V7 
 0.000 0.000 0.000(ACMAO7TJ 0 .. jU REFL, 15.0020 IN.LST 587-0 19 W10-4V7 0.00 0.000 0.A0D 60.400(AC.A:6) U GL.ST 507-0 SIWI1-I3V7 REFS 30.4400 IN.0.000 0.0O 0.000(ICMA63) GDLST 587-0 0z0W10 60.000 XmRP 33.4360 IN.INVERTED 
 0.000 0.000 60-40D Y4RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9300 IN.BETA 0.000 





DELTA CONFIGURATION WITHOUT A CANARD
 
1.4 











-v~ ~ .LL.4..4444..L .4. J-.4.L.44..L..4..LL.. 
.L..±Z..±..4. .. ... I.4.LL LL...L 4.........4.44.
 




5/O CODATA GET IO VFZURATION DESCRIPTLW ELEVIR AILROf'. RUDDER Q REFERENCE IFNRNATIOK 
ODLSTG1CUA60)587-0 - BIS1WI0V7 0.000 0.000 0.0 , cu REFS 343.8704 SQ. INiCNA66) GLST 587-0 SiWIbO-3VT 0.OO 0.000 0.0D G. .O RUM 15.0620 IN.
:hCns?) 0 GOLS? 58?7-D S±SfWlO-4V7 0.0a0 0.000 00OGG 6.400 REFS 30.4400 IN.
 
LA CNASS s- o-±v 0.n
5 001ST 0.000:-1ou .00D O00 60.00 XNR? 33.4360 Zn. 
CINCA63) GLST 50-O MOULD INVERTED 
 0.001 0.000 60.400 YHRF O.0G00 IN. 
ZRM 3.9300 i.
 

























4 .. .3 
-. 2__ 
-- .5 4 .5 2 1" .0 - 1 -. 2 - .5 -. 4 -° 

















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER Q 
a.000 0.OD3 0DO -.)
0.000 0.060 :So 6...o 
:.00 0.000 0.000 60.400 
0.000 0.0Du G.000 60.000 
INVERTED 0.000 0.000 60.400 
REFERENCE YNFORNATION 
REFS 343.8704 50. IN 
REFL 15.062D IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XMRF 33.4360 IN. 
Y¥RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
BETA 0.00 SCALE 0.0:75 
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EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE ON LATERAL DATA
 










Li-----------------------------­" -B-------- _ I"'" I------I 
Ld 
-. 80 
- -4 It a It 	 4 6 a 10 %a 14 1 a 20 22 24 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA =I alMSO CCNFI:URATICWUOESCRIPTIN BETA AILMI; RUDDER 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
GC $TOL587- a 19WID-9Vacr(po$. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.620 --- 3C REFS 343.8704 SQ. in 
IPCMA 6) _ GOLNT ... : 619WID-9vaCT(POS 1) 4.000 0.000 0.000 6O.JOO REFL I5.U620 IN.
.
O C A 5 ) G O L T 3 7 - 0 B Ig w I - Ovv C 7 fP S . 1 ) . 0 0 9 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 6 0 .0 0 0 R E F S 3 0 .4 4 0 D N . 
(PCMA 5", CDLST S8r-O BI9WlO-IOVTC7CPOSo 1) 4'.000 0.000 0.O0" 60.000 XMRP 33.4369 IN. 













z -. .030 
z 
- .035 
-­ 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 
-ANGLE 
DATA SET S Y MB OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IGCA6 DLST 587-0 B1SWID-9VOCT(FOS. 1)(0CMA86) 
_ GOLST 587-0 01gwin-sVScTipos. 1) 
I OCAS5S ) GDLST 587-0 B19WIV-lOVTC7(FO8. 1)
IPCMA:S) , GDLST 587-0 BI9WIO-10VC7(FO$* 1) 
, OCA 7) GDLST 587-0 DI9WlU-9C7(PO5. 1)
CPCHA87) GDLsT 507-G B19wtB-$C?(pO$. 1) 
"MARC .. 000 
6 8 lo 12 14 16 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
MTA AILRON RUDDER 
0.000G .Doo 0.000 
4.0110 0.000 0.000 
11.000 0.000 0.000 
.Ooo 0.000 0.000 
.000G 0.000 0.000 









20 2z R4 as 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF$ 343.8701 So. IN 
REFL 15.06213 IN. 
REFD 3D.44DO IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0Ous IN. 
ZMRP 3.9360 IN. 
SCALE G.G175 
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EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE M LATERAL DATA
 
. 0 4D ., . . .,.6.lo .i.o 

~ ~ * J 


























4 2I 2~ 4. l ao i a~ f t l 1 14 16 to 20t 22 24,..
 
ANGLE GF 'ATTACK, A 'PHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATZCN DESCRIPTION STA AILROW RUDDER Q REFERENCE INFORRATION
 
10M8) Q GDLST 5$7-0 319Wlo-9VSCr(FO$. 1) U.00D 0.000
0.000 C--.QPD REFS 343.6704 SQ. INCFCNA8G) -LI GDLST 507-0 81SWID-oVScr(pos. 1) 4.000 0.000 
 0.000 U.100 REFL 15.0620 IN.
 
I OCA65) !Q GDLST 567-0 8j4WjO-jOW7C7(FOS. 13 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 30.4400 IN.
(FCNA85)) GDL$T 587-0 019WID-10VTCTJPOS° 23 4.000 U.000 O .5OO XMRP
aova 0 33.4360 in.
 
, OCA 7 GOLST 587-0 91gWID-Sc7(POS. 1) 0.090 0.0000.000 60.000 YURP 0.0000 in.
, ocmA8s r GVLST,$07-0 DIOWID-VCT1pOS
. 
11 4.0ou 9.000 O.000 69.000 ZHRF 3.9400 IN.
 
CANARD loOuG SCA-LE C.DlrS
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-6 -4 - 0 4 6 a to :2 14 16 is 21 11 14 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




































YMRP 0:0.9380 IN. 
60.40U SCALE 0.01 7s 
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-. 0.2 0.4 0.; .6 0. 0 .9 1. 
-01 






0.0 0.1, 0.2 0.3 
CCNFIGURATICH DESCRIPTICS 
T 57-a 919Wl3V7C4 
G05'T 581-0 BISWISVTC4 
O0431 587-0 8:WZ7v~c4 
0LZT 507-0 819WI3-1V7C7(pOS. 1) 
60.460 
0.4 0.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
BETA CANARD AILROM 
0o.0 1.000 0.0300 
'.o 2.000 0.000 
0.000 $.00 0.0010 







0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 359.1204 30. IN 
REFL 15.2460 IN. 
REFS 26.8040 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YRP 0.000 IN;
ZMRP 3.9300 IN. 
SCALE 0.6175 
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WING W13 LONGITUDINAL DATA
 








0 .0 _l 
U-D 
- -- 4 -3 -- 2 
-- 1a 2 5 7 aa 4 6 9 s0 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/O
 
DATA SET YMSQ CONFIGURAION DESCRIPTION BETA CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1'3'C 
I -m:.iD" ' ::L~ssT :8-1=W3 
0.00 1.00 0.0n rcoREFS 339.t2a4" SQ. IN 
a 04 2.O D.O00 D a OO REFL 15.2460 IN.





GDLST 587-D *O IN.
(PCU8041 U SI9Wl3-IV7Cr(pOS. 1) U:0UU S:U a V:O. Dn. NF 26.4160 
0.0.0 .00 000XRF 33.4360 IN.
 
Z'RP 3o9..D IN: 
S 60.400 SCALE a .U75 
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1.4 












"'.5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -.2 -.3 -. 4 -.°5 
. PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTIONB TA CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I L:T T- S19W$3V7C4 
 OO 10 OO G.O, REFS 339.1204 SQ. IN 
'PCM $ G'L T 5 - 0 3V C . 0O Z.Vov U.300 15.246a0$W 0.000 REFL in.
GCMBOI' 00 ~ 9.DO VC,.D	 8.GDOGL3T 5:7-0 w 

MS., . , 	 .00' .00 .00 .000 REFS 26.$$40 IN.O) IPDLSr 51: 819w13-IVTc7(FOS 1) 	 0.00O




S 60.400 	 3C LE U.G175
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6 is 20 2 _22 24 6 a2 4 6 4 
-4 .2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
B , BETA CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCEINFORATIONDATA SET SY L CONtFGURATION DESCRIPTION 
. 0 0 0 I . O . 0 0 0 n . c l a R E F S 3 9 1 2 4 S . I N 




I BNCO GD LS T 5 8 
.ODD GO UU L.000 REFL 15.Z460 IN.4 Duo
ICC 0021 - GDLST 5ST-0 Blg SG 'a I.BDa 0.000 0.000 REFB 26.8840 IN. (OCM9031 - GDLST 58-0 4 .000 .Bo u 0.00 .000 X R F 3 .4360 IN.
BIOWIVTC4 O 

(P C .. il G LT 58 - 0 19 1V7 

fpN DjFC r 1LT 58- 1 B9 W3VTC4 4 Dug a uo .00 D. O Y R F O.DO N.
MOz j 

PCI) 0 L T 5 7-0 SCAL















o -. 00 
1-G - 4 --a 0 a 4 6 a to 12 14 is is 20 22 94 20 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK. A'_PHA, DEGREES
 
DATA =I SYMBOL, CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION DET CANARD AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATIQM
 
("O&) GOLST 587-0 829W$SVC 4 0.00D 1.000 0.000 q*pno REF 439.1904 So. Ik
 0OCND.2) _ GDL$T 507-D B19WI3VTC4 4.000 1.000 0.0o~ u 00O REFL 15.26 N
QCH HQ ) G O L S T 5 8 7 -0 B 9 W1 3 V 7 C 4 8 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 R F S 26 a 4 Q a 
(FCNBDZ) GOLST 5ST at 13WIV7C4 0.000 .O 0 .0013 XMR P 3 4 6 IN.
 
dpc"903) GOLST 5&T-0 019W13VTC4 4.00a 2.000 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
 
T $ . 000






WING W13 LATERAL DATA
 













(=0.111 :OLIT 5 6-19W13VTC4 

(OHG} GLT570 B19Wl3VZC4 

lpC... I DL.T 57-- B19Wl3VrC4 

I CHB Z GDL T 587-0 IS9W13V C4
:02)O} GDLST 587-0 a19W7 C4 

a 60.40D 
r.. r r I I i- ­. . .r .i ­
. . ... ... ...
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BETA CANARD AILRON 

0.000 1.000 0.000 

4.000 1.000 0.000 

6.000 1.000 0.000 

U.000 Z.000 0.000 

































Y R F D.0000



















-o*~.. &J. .4.~ ... L .&4 .. J.. ..4......L..L4...4JJ. L4. 4..4 ~t. 	 ... . .±... i.... ... .L-. 
- - 4 -2 a z 4 a a 10 12 4 16 to t0 z2 Z4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES -
OATA =T SYrhOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTIC CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UCNCOIS Q GDLST 587-0 8I9W11V7F1C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 ' J REFS 379.9004 S0. IN 
(ICMCOZ) IM GOLST 5#7-0 819W1I$7C4(POS. 1) 1.03D 0.000 0.000 6O.uOO REFL 15.5390 IN. j ZECCO3) 0 GOLST 581-0 :9sW±-lV7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 	 REFS 28.9800 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 I. 
YHRP 0.000 IN. 
ZHRP 3.9380 IN.
 
MTA o.0oo SCALE 0.0176
 
PAGE 113 












000 0.1 0.2 .. 
COFIGURATIO DESCRIFTIO 
DLST 587-0 B19WlIVPIC4(FOS. 1)
GDLST 547-0 BIgWlIV7C4(FOS. 1) 




3 04 "0.5 .6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD . 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
1.000 0.000 .o*oD 
1.000 D.Ouo 0.0013' 
1.000 0.000 OG00 
0.7 
Q 
, , . 
60. O0 
60.000 
0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 379.9OU4 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REFB, 28.9800 IN. 
X0RP 33:.60 IN 
0.RF 000 00 . 
ZHRP 3.4 . .0 IN. 
SCALE U.0*75 
PAGE 114 


















GLST 587-0 9IgwIdV?P1C4(POS. 1)
GDLST 587-0 B1ShIIV7C4(POS. 1)















REFS 379.9004 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REFS 28.9800 IN. 
























 .0 -.1 .2 -3 -.4 -. 5
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORHATION
IINcoI G0LST 587-0 BISWI1VTPIC4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.0 Cq.Q!' REFS 379.9004 So. IN(1C.COZ _ OOLST 587-0 819W11VTC4(FOS. 1) IN.
1.000 0.000 0.000 U.UJOD REFL 15.5390tlCHCC3) Q GQLST 587-0 8I9WJ-IVZC4(POS. 1) 0.0001.000 U.000 60.000 REFS 28.9800 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 















L1 A-- -- -- -- -- -- --
U. -7- -0 D R.05 
-.0 - - - -to 44 - a l 6 t 2 4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA AILRON RUDDER Q 
, "",.I Q GOLST 567-0 819|IlVTFIC4(PO$. 13 0.00D 0.000 0.00 0na 
,PC"Cazj JU DL3T 87-0 BIgUIlV7pIC4(pO$. 1) 4.000 0.000 0.000 6 .000
I OC.CO l ! GDLST 587-0 B19SI/VTC4(PO$. 1) 0.000 GODD ODou 0 .000G 
, PCNCGZI 6 ODLST 587-V S19WlIV7C4(POS° 1) 4.000 O.UO 0.000 60.000 
CCC033 :VLSI 587-0 BI9WIj-IVTC4(pO$. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.0D0
DPHC3 V LSI 587-0 819W|Il-I V7C4(POS° 1) 4.090 0.090 0.000 60.000 
CANARD ..000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ES 7.00 Q 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REFS 28.9800 IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.O0O0 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9381, IN. 
SALE U.01 5 
PAGE 117 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WING WII- LATERAL DATA
 













-G -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 1 2- 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOL CCWF1URAT0IC DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON RUDDER Q REFERENCE INFORNATION 
1GOLST 507-0 BSIwIIVTPIC4APOS. 1) OO00 0.000 0.000 Q..4O REFS 379.9004 SQ. IN 
CPCNC01 9047 87-0 SWIIVPIC4(POS. 1) 4.000 0.000 D.00O 6L.OOO REFL 15.539D IN. 
(OCNCO2) 0 00457 5070 BIOWIIVTC4(FOS. 1) OO. 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 28.9800 IN. 
(PCN~"~CO~$::LT 587-0 819WIIV7C4(POS. 1) 4.000 0.000 0.000 GQ.000 XNRP 3.4300 IN. 
IOCNCO5) I DOST 307-0 BISWl-IV7C4(PO$. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
(PCNC03) C GDLST 587-0 BISWII-IVC4(POS.1) 4.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 ZRP 3.938C IN. 





.040 . . . 
*Dbo 





















- --4 .- 2 0 a 4 6 0 10 12 14 le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBO;L CCNFI*URATICN DESCRIPTIOJN BETA A1LRCN RUDDER 
":VLST- 1:-0 81SWZI VlPlC4(FOS. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 
. 7DS_::?- BDW2 VPIC40PO5o 1) 4.000 0.000 0.UDO 
LST $$;-a 01DWI-.VTC4(PO$* 1) 0.000 0.000 0.000 
:,CCD)DLS 50-0 619WIlVTC4(PO$* 1) 4.000 0.000 0.000 
GDLST 387-0 D DW;1-IV7C4(POS. 1) 0.000 0.000 0.O00










to 29 24 ce 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF S 379.9004 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REFS m$.QsOO IN. 
XMRP -33.43OU IN. 
yMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZURP 3.9300, IN. 
SCALE 0.01P 
PAGE 119 






-CCZ 004 1 ::T,: IS
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
I ACNCUS) <> GDLST 587-0 sl9 It-111704(pOS. 0) 2 1012 000 0100 CD.000 	 REFS za,98 0 to. 
(lCMCGS) L GDLST 587- 8 IIIVr 60.0130 	 XmRP 33.43613 to.
 





























DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION 
 CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ifCNCO3) ( *VLSI 587-0 BS9WII-IVTC4(POS. 13 
 1.000 0.010o a . .B00 REFS 379.9004 SQ. Th
CACmCO?3 - OOLST 581-0 BI9wII-IvTC4t0OS. 8) 8001ou 0.000 0.000 Bu.000 REF 15D5"90 IN.
(ACMCO8) G0LST 587-0 BISWI-IVTC4(POs, 2) 
 2.000 a0.00 0.000 60.000 REFO 28.9800 in.
2CIC.C0S G0L0 T 587-D 19Wi-IVT 

















*IA USRM CMORTMtUI O 	 RU CHT FAR Q RFR= MORI 
I 	 M01 L15 )10a 000 .0 0" SNUS$U $.X 






LI FT-DRAG RATIO., L/D
 
______ 


















"0 6. 4 3 .1 a0 -. 1 -. 2 a. -. 4 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATIONGDLST 587-0 0IgwI-1V7C4(POs. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 '0.000 REFS 379.9004 SQ. Ivi(ACNCOI) 
_ GDLT 5,-0 SIWI1-$VTC4(FOS. 0) 8.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 REFL 15.5390 IN.CACfCOS) 0 GDLST 587-0 619tII-IV7C4(POS. 2) 2.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 28.9800 IN.(ICMCOS) GDLST 587-0 e19wil-IV 60.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
 
YHRP 0.0000 ZN. 
ZMRP 3.30 IN. 
BETA 0.oOD 
 SCALE C.0175 
PAGE 123
 
ELEVON AND CANARD DEFLECTION BI9WI.I-IV7C4
 











- -4 -2 
 0 2 4 6 8 ID 12 14 16 in 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR ELEVTR 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




G.000 REFS 579.9004 So. InCZCMC04) 	 L OOLST 587-0 BIOWI-IVTC4(POS. 1) 1.0a0 20.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 15.5a90 IN.
(ACMCIZ) 	 < GDLST 507-0 01SV11-1VC4(pOS. 1) 1.000 -10.000 0.000 -10.000 REFS 2R.soO in:
LACNCS)U GOLST 587-0 SISWIl-lV7C4(COS. 1) 1.000 0.Ob O.000 -10.00D XNRP 33.4a60 IN.
 
YNRP 0.0l00 IN. 
ZRP .93.. IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE . .0175 
PAGE 124
 




















DATA =T SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IICHCOSJ GPLST 587-0 S19WII-1V7C4(POS. 1) 
 1.000 0.000 0.000 . .J0 REFS 379.9004 So. INCCc04) GOLST 587-0 019Wtl-IVTC4(FOS. 1; 1.000 20.000 0.000 u.000 REFL 15.5390 IN.
(ACNC12) 0 GOLST 587-0 SI9WI-1VTC4PO3. 1) 1.000 -10.000 0.000 -10.000 REFS 28.9800 IN.CAC C13) U GOLST 567-0 B19W11-lV7C4(poS. 1) 
-10.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN.1.000 0.000 0.00 

YRP 0.000 IN. 














-o.s . ---- 4 ..I-Ai 4--.. . .... ...- 4- i.. L.4.. . ... . . L . L.... 4,44.. . I . . .... . .. L.... 
a 4 - 3 -2 -1 a 4 5 	 6 7 a 9 so 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, L/D
Y M B ODATA SET S L COFIGURATZON DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'ICNC03) Q GDLST 587-0 819W11-1VTC4(POS. 1) 	 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 REFS 	 379.9004 SQ. IN
ICMCO4) 3L GOLST 587-0 819WII-1V7C4lPOS. 1) 	 1.000 20.000 D.U0 
 -. 000 REFL 15.5390 IN.
(ACHC12) GDLST 587-0 BISW'I-IV7C4(FOS. 1) 	 1.000 -10.000 0.000 -10.001 
 REFB Z8.9800 IN.










ELEVON AND CANARD DEFLECTION BI9WII-IV7C4
 






0. .4 3 .2 
--. 2 .3 -. 4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMSL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CAARD CANVTR CFLAPR CLEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IIMO) Q GOLST 587-U B19WII-lV?C4(PO$, 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 1?*noa REFS 379.9004 SQ. 1.(ICHC04) -Ls GOLST 507-0 BI9WlI-IVTC4(POS. 1) 	 1.000 
 20.000 0.000 -.000 REFL 15.5390 IN.
 
I ACMCIZ) Q GOLST 587-G St9Wll-lVC4(PGS* 1) 1.000 -10.D00 0.000 -10.000 REFS 890 N
 (ACKCI33} U GOLST 5sT-0 919WII.IV7C4(POS 11 I.Dus 0.00D 0.000 -15.00D 	 XMRP 34.4360 IN.
 
YMRP 
 0 000 
 IN:
ZNRP :. U'. N.BETA 0.000 














-6 -4 -2 0 2 4. 6 a 10 - 2 14 16 1 0 20 22 24 2 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
































YNRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 5.938C IN. 
















A ., 0.1 0 3 .5 .7 , ° 0 0.9 04 .6 e n.8 ,0 9 Zo1.0' 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILPON RUDDER 9 REFERENCE INFOR"ATION 
(I CNC., :DL'T a8- :IgHll-V a.D0 a.0 D s .0 30 REFS 379.9004 $2. 4'.
 
'A CH I ) D S 7- 0 1 9 WI - Vr :01 ~ .UUU REFL IN .













OAHIJ I WIl-IV7 10.000 0.000 a.000 60.000 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 




ELEVON DEFLECTION B19WII-1V7 





-°° 3 - 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 SO 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
DATA SET 3y4M0 
LAC4COS) LA 
(ACMCt D ) 
(ACKCI1 aL 
COtFIUATI04 DESCRIPTION 
00C451)GOLST $87-0 819W1-1V7 
$DLST 507-0 91OWII-IV7 
*D45T 567-0 8lSW$z-Ilv 






















REFS 379.9004 SQ. Ih 
RFL 15.53S0 IN. 
REFS 28.9000 IN. 
XHRP 53.460 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.93C IN. 
SCALE 00? 
UT B.00 





























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYNS CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICNCOS) GOLST 587-0 519W$-IV7 
 0OD 0.000 0.000 qQ.100 REFS 379.9004 SQ. I.
(ACNCO) 
__ GODLST 587-0 819W11-1vy 
-25.000 0.DO0 0.000 0-000 REFL 
 15.5390 IN.(ACNC10) 0 GDLST 587-0 819W81-1V7 
-10.000 0.000 OOG 60.000 REF 28.980D IN.
(ACMCit) 5 ODLIT 587-5 91914-IV7 10.0D0 0.000 0.000 60.000 XIRF 33.4360 IN.
 
YNRP a.0000 IN. 
ZNRp 3.935$ IN. 





















-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 20 12 14 16 is1 2 2z 24 26 
DATA SET SYHOL CONFIOUKATIc 
(ZCHC03) 0 GDLST 587-0 
(2HC0) GOLST 57_0 
(ICCOG) 0 GDLST 507-0 
l1CNC51) ODLST 587-0 
BETA 0.000 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 










REFS 379.9004 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.5390 ZN. 
REFB 28.9800 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0..000 IN. 
ZHRP 3.9383 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 132 

















1.0 D.1 0.2 0.3 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
GDLST 587-0 819WUI-1V7C4(POS. 1)
GOLST 587-0 S19WII-1V7 
GOLST5 7-0 Bl1WIl-I 
0DST 587-0 819 
0.000 
0.4 0.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 







0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 379.9004 SQ. Ih 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REFS 2.9800 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.sar IN. 
SCALE G.013 
PAGE 133 














S 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
GICNC03)0 DLST 587-0 019WII-VIC4(POS. 1) 
(ZCC0S) L GOLST 587-0 B19WlI-IV7 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 





REFS 379.9004 80. 1.. 
REFL 15.5390 IN. 




33.4360 IN. IN. 

















. 0 - .-2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CILM 
DATA SE1 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q 
(ZcN¢03) GOLST $87-0 DIDw I- VTC4(POS. 1) IUoo 0.000 D~nD0 ",.ODD 
, I ... 05, _ GDLST 587-0 slgwtl-lVT 
.0.00011CHCoal GDLST 587-0 0191,12-1 60.000 
"IC.'5) GDLST 587-0 SL9 60.400 
BETA 000t 
_AL_ _,0___ 
-. 3 -. 4 -. 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 379.9004 So. It, 
REFL 15.535D IN. 
REFB 28'.900 IN 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 3.9390 IN. 
PAGE 135 





Ld .00 	 - ___ 
LL 








:E 	 .-. 40 
.
0 3 4 6 

- . 2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.O0b a 60.000 ELEVIR 0.000 REFS 372.9004 SQ. IN
 
4.000 	 AaRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.1100 REFL 15.5390 IN. 
REVS 28.9000 IN.0 .00 CANARD 1.000 CANVTR 0.01J0 XNRP 33.4f0 IN:
CANRON 0.000 CFLAPR 0.oo 	 YNRP 0.000 IN. 
ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE HVV 	 SCAL D.0175
 
GOLST 587-0 BIWI1V7C4CPOS. 1) 	 CACMC02) 08 AUG.71 PAGE 136 
WING WI! LATERAL DATA (CANVTR=O DEG]
 
.°55 '"-...... i................ ........ __ __ ___
 














-. 040 .t.L .. L. .L.L4 -... J. .4..L4. .. l±.t *l g l * , . 
6 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1e 20 22 24 26 
*i1l 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALfHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
Goo 0.00 60.000 ELEVTR .0 
 REFS 379.9004 SQ. IN
4.000 AILRON 0OO RUDDER 0.000 REFL s.S3S0 IN.
 
G.000CANARO 1.000 CANVTR 0.000 R 33.450 IN.
CANRO ... 4 60 o 




DATA MIST. CODE nVV SCALE 0.1'5
 
GDLST 587-0 BISWliV7C4CPOS. 1) CACNC02) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 137 
- -
.030 
WING Wit LATERAL DATA CCANVTR=O DEG]







































-. 025 3?9900 

- a4- 4 . 0 2 4 in 12 14 16 18 201 
 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
;YMSOL 0EA PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 a 60.000 ELEVTR 
 0.000 
 REFS 37.04 S.I
 
4.00D AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 15.5300 IN.
0 0 CANARD 1.00 O 
 CAN TR 0.000 
 REFS 28.9800 IN , 
CANROM V.Dov CFLAPR 0.000 XMRP 33:43,60 NY"R *D G IN ,
 
/MRP 3.9380 IN.
DATA MIST. COD MVV 
 SCALE 0.011-5
 
GDLST 587-0 B19WllV7C4CPOS. 11 CACMC02) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 138
 




















a 6 0 .0 0 0 E L EVTR 0 0 0 0R 
AILRON 0.000 .RUDDER 0.000 
C*DANARD 1 .000 CANVIR 0.000 
CANNON . CFLAPR 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE "VV 
B19Wll-IVTC4CPOS, 1) CACMC03) 
REFERNCE INFORATION 
E S 3 9 0 4S Q 
RErL I .z5390 
REFFB 38:90 1N. 
xHR 33.43 60 IN,
11 1 0.000 1N 
ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE D.D175 
08 AUG 71 PAGE 133 
.035 



























-oo -4 a 0 2 4 6 a IS 12 14 15 Is 20 22 24 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
Do Q 60.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 379.9OD4 SQ. 1.
 
4"D AIRIEOO RUDR O ORFL 
 15.5390 IN.
:.000 ANARDN 0.000 RUDDER V.GDG 




8.0 100 AVR .O
AAD 

CANRON 0.000. CFLAPR 0 .000 YMRP 0.0000 IN:
 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVVYL 
.GDLST 587-0 B19WII-IVTC4(PGS.. 1) CACMC03) O8,AUG 71 PAGE 140 
007 
WING WIt LATERAL DATA (CANVTR=O DEG)





















go-..005EVR 000 ES 37.04 Q . 
4 




CANARD i.000 CANVIR 0.000 
CARN 0.000 CFLAPR 0.00D 





















WING WII LATERAL DATA (CANVTR=20 DEG)
 














-. 40 L L La . . .. . 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S O.0cO 4.000 000 a AILRON "ARD 60.000 0.000 1.000 ELEVTR RUDDER CANVTR 0.000 0.00 0.000 REFS REFL XMRP 379.9004 15.5390 33 6 SQ. *m,IN.IN 
CANRON 0.00D CFLAPR,o 0.000 YHRPR 0.0000 28.980 IN.IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVV SCALE 0.±75 













, -. 005 
zL 
ou -. 010 * ~ ~ 
-
_ 
L) - __ 
U-.o
 




-- -4 -2 0 
 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALrHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 a 60.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS . 379.9004 SQ. 1. 
4.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER o.ooo REFL 15.5390 IN.8.000 CANARD 1.000 CANVTR 20.000 
 EF 28900 IN.
 
XRR 33.436D IN:




SCAL a . 175DATA MIST. OWE HVV 
GDLST 587-0 Bt9WII-IV7C4CPOS. 1) CACMC04 08 AUG 71 PAGE 143
 








-. 56 - - 2 a 2 4 6 8 la 14 16 is 2 R4 B 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-O 60°coD CLEVTR 0.000 REFS 379.9004 SQ. IN 
4.0 lALRON 0:000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 15.5390 IN.

EFB 28:9800 IN,
800 CANARD 1.O0D ¢ANVTR .000DG 
 XMRB 3 4 ,60 IN:
 
ANROM -U00 CFLA.R 0.000 YMRF O'Oo IN.
 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. COD MVV SCALZ 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 Bl9W11-IVTCCP0S. 11 CACMC04, 08 AUG 71 PAGE 144 













-o *6 e' l J.L.L I44. .4.L.. i.L.LJ. .B.L.L .L.J4. .L..L 4-.l. .- l.L.. .4LJ. .. L .4.... ... . 
-6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1$ 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE 	OF ATTACK, t.LPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 	 SYMBOL CGHFI1URATXON DESCRZPTION CANARD 	 CANVTR CFLAFR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION(I .001) GDLST,587-0 BISWIZVTWIC4(FOS. 1) 	 1.000 0.000 0: OU fn00 REFS 257.9004 SO. Il('C B0z) GLST 587-0 SiW2VVC4(FOS. 1) 
 1.000 	 0.00a 0.010 . .000 REFL 9.0560 IN.( CH003) Q ODLST 507-0 BI9WIZVCS(POS. 1) 1.000 	 11010 0.00D 60.000 REFS 32.1300 IN.
t CMD04) j ODLST 587-0 .SISW1ZVCT(POS. 1) 	 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 	 XMRP- 33.4360 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 5.9,or- - ZN. 




































-0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 
 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 









CICMOOZ) GOLST 587-0 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 6fl.111 REFS 257.9004 So. .8I9WI2VTC4(POS. 1) 
 1.000 0.000 0.000 REFL IN.
t-.000 9.0560
ICMD03) GDLST 587-0 BI9W12V7C5(FOS. 1)

CICMD04) Li GDLST 587-0 0I9WI2VTC?(POS. 1) 
1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 REFa 32.1300 IN.
 





BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.01,5 
PAGE 146
 










- 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 -2 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 10 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ICD01) GODLST 587-0 BI9WI2VTPIC4(POS. 1)
(IC400±) OOLST 581-0 839WI2VTC4(POS. 11 
(1CMD03J < GDLST 587-0 Bj9W-2VC5(P05. 1) 
IZCNO04 L] GOLST 587-0 8SUIZV7CT(POS. 1) 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO- L/D 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
1.000 0.000 0.000 
1.000o .v00 .000 
1.001 0.000 0.000 







REFS 257.9004 SQ. It, 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFs 3S.1300 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
yRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.9381 IN. 
BETA 0.OD SCALE 0.91,5 
PAGE 147 









PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 








GOLST 58?-0DL3T 587-0 
01SWIZ97i4P$ 1)
B19Wi2T4P$ 1) 


















































-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 






20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 257.9004 So. IN 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 


























0_.1 0.0 0.1 U.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.6 0.9 1._ 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ICNOOO) GDL.ST 587-0 0I9W12-1VTC4(POS. 1)
(ACMDI) L' ODLST 587-0 B19W12-1V7C4(poS. 2)


















REFS 257.9004 SQ. mf 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFS 32.1300 IN. 
XMRP 33.4360 ZN. 
YR a0.0000 IN. 
BETA U.000 ZNRP LCALE S.93e0.0175 It" 
PAGE 150 
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO 
IZCNDOS GDLST 587-0 
IACMD±1) 0GQLTS 87-0 
(ACHoiS) 0 GDLST 587-0 
BETA 0.000 












1 3 4 5 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D
 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 

1.000 0.000 0.0so 

20 a.g 0.000 

S.0, 0.000 0.000 










........ .... . 
7 a 9 to 
REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
REFS 257.9004 SQ. IN 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFs 32.1300 IN. 
XMRP 33.436D IN. 
YMRP 0.00D0 IN. 






















0.2 *4 **0 
-*L -.2 __.3-.3 -.4 -*5
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ICHND0S G GDLST 587-0 B10W12-IVTC4(PQS. 1)
(ACDII) L GDLST 587-0 SI9WI2-IVTC4(POS. 21 


















REFS 257.9004 SQ. li 
REFL 9.0360 IN. 
REFS 32.1300 IN. 
XIRF 33.4360 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 3.9380 IN. 
BETA 0.000 SCALE 0.01?5 
PAGE 152 
EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER FOR WING W12
 
rr,,n -il rnl- -rr- rr *r-*- -rD-I rr-r 















- -4 -3 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 



























BeTA o,0oo SALE b.015 
PAGE 153 















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
GDLST S7-0 SI9WI2V7C4(OS. 1) 
ELST 587-0 B19W12-IVTC4(PO5. 1 
0.000 
0.4 G.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, C0 
CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
1.013a 0.000 0.000 





0.0 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS '257.9004 SQ. I. 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFS 32.1300- IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.1O30 IN. 
ZMRP 3.9340 IN. 
SCALE 0.0115 
PAGE 154 
EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER FOR WING W12
 












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO. L/D 






















RE S 32.130 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP
ZHRF 
0.0000 5.9500 IN: ZN. 




EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE CAMBER FOR WING W12
 
* r-r-r-- -r--------




















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANYTR CFLAPR 9 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION































-G -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 *14 1 16 20 RE 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION (ZCmDOl) 0 08L7T 587-0 B19wlzv7Plc4(PO3 1) 1.000 0000 0.00 " tO REFS 257.B004 S. INSGaLS? 507-0 -DISWIZVC4(PO 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 6t.00a REFL 9.0560 IN. 
0I1c.8)7 587-0 Bi9W12V? 60.000 REFB 32.1300 IN.C1CNDI1) 0DLST 5&70 819W12-1 60.001 XMRP 33.4360 IN. (I€RO.) G0LST 587-0 119 
 60.400 YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZKRP 3.938k IN. 
BETA 0.000 StALE. 0.0175 
PAGE 157 
















- ;b.0 0.3 4 0.5 




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICED01) GDLST S81-1) BI9WIZV7FIC41F0S. 1) l.O °O0 0 00 ono00 S 79043.
 
I;cHD GLT5-0 Bl9Wl2VTC4(FOS° 1) 
 1.000 0.000 0.000 . .000 REFL 9,0560 IN.ficHD S G L T 5 -0 19W2y7 
 6D000 REFS 32 1300 I.
IZcNO) DG$8-0 A W12-1
IC 0D51) GOLST ST-D B19 60.000 XMRP 33.4360
_RF 
­ 0 000 IN.
 
BETA 0.0 0 . .CALE 3 °9asa IN.




BODY BUILDUP TO BI9W2V7C4PI



















5 4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 so 
LIFT-DRAG RATIO, LID
 
DATA SET SYNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVrR CFLAPR 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
GDLST :IENDOI)507-0 BI9WIZVZPIC4(pOS. 1) 1.000 a.000 0.000 60.OOD REFS 257.9004 SQ. I. 
GCLST 507-0 

("ODOS) 0 ODLST 507-0 SISWIZVI 
:ZCHDOS) BISWI2VTC4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 t'.000 RtFL 9.0560 IN. 60.00D REFS 32.1300 IN.
(ZCHNiO) GDLST 587-0 






















_ _ _ 
- 0.4 
iir i[ i i [ [ f ~ i ~ l* * i 1 
.4 .3 .2 
-- 4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION ( C 4 O0 1 Q G D L S S0 - V B g W l V T P C4 ( OS 1) I. .Oo 0 .T 
. 
0 0 0 U -0 0 0 I d .P D R EFS 2 7 .9 0 4 Q . I N 
CICHDO21 GOL$ 507-0 619Wl2VTC4(POS 13 .0D0T 
. 
D.00D 11.0130 SL.DD REFL 9.0560 IN.





 (ICHD10) GOLST 587-0 B19wIz
 -
 60.000 XNRP 33.4360 IN.
 (ICHD51) GOLST 587-0 B19 
 60.400 YMRP 0 .0000 IN.
 















-0.2 V T 
-0.4 
--6 -4 - 2 a 2 
 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 2Z 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
" CMDOS; DLST 5:1-0 B2SWIZ-1VtC4(PO$. 1) 
 1.090 D.000 U.000 60.0130 REFS 257.9004 SQ. l
IZCN? GLST , -a0 SIgWI2-1V7C4tPOS. 1) 
 I.oDD 10.0° 0.00D -.000 REFL 9.056D IN.
 






ZMRP 3 9383 IN.
 
BE TA 0.000 5 ALE 01 "' 
PAGE 161
 
.CANARD DEFLECTION FOR B19WI2-1V7C4
 
1.4 




















0.0 0.1 0.2 
CONFZGURATIXO,DESCRIPTI0N 
:OL3T 507-0 BISWIZ-1VTC4(POS.
LST 5 a7-0 819W12-IV7C(POS. 






0.4 .0.5 0.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
CANARD "CANVTR CFLAFR 
1.000 0.000 0.000 
1.000 10.000 0.UU 






0.0 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 257.9004 SQ. 1r. 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFS 32.1300 IN. 
XMRP 3.4360 ZN. 
YNRP 0.OOO IN. 
ZHRP 3.9391 IN. 
SCALE O.01,5 
PAGE 162 
- - - -



















.D.6~~ ~ e ~ tl11* ~ ~~.. ,* .... ....l* lml11 I. . . 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD 	 CANVTR CFLAPR 0 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION (104006 GOLST S87-0 0ISWJa-IVIC4(PQS. 13 1.000 	 0.003 0.000 AV.000 REFS
4ICMNOGf GLOST 587-0 B19WI2-IVTC4(PO, 1' 	 257.9004 $a-. LI"1.000 10.000 0.013U LJ.000 REFL 9.0560 IN.
(ICNO 8) 0 GLST 5$7-0 - BISWtZ-1V7C4(FOS. 1) 	 1.000 20.000 0.000 
































 t3 .2 X-". 1 .
 . -.4-.
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q REFERENCE INFORMATIONGPLST 507-0 BIWIZ-IVTC4 (FOS. 1) 1.000 U.000 0.000 60.000 REFS 257.9004 SQ.CXCHMDO?}l ODLST 587-0 819W12-VC4(FO$. 1) 1.000 I.,10.000 .0U0 .b U00 REFL 9.560(ICD0) 0 GOLST 507-0 BSWI2-IVTC4(POS. 1) IN. 1.000 20.000 0.0I0 60.000 REFS 32.1300 IN. 
XHRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 




CANARD DEFLECTION FOR BI9W12-1V7C4 LATERAL DATA
 



















a------ -0- - - - - - 2 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
€ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 0 
GDLST $97-0 BISWIZ-ZVTC4(POS. 1) I.Quo 0.000 0.090 "5,.-DoGOLST 567 0 DJSW12-IVTC4(FO$. 1) 1.000 10.000 0.0013 6..000 
GOLST $67-0 81gW.2-IVTC4(POS. 1) 1.0 0.000 .000°, D 000 
.2XMRP 
0.0O0 
go 22 24 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 257.9004 So. IN 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFB 32.1300 IN. 
33.4360 IN. 
Y RP D:,UOOO IN : 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 165 
CANARD DEFLECTION FOR B19W12-1V7C4 LATERAL DATA
 














-6 -4 2 8 10 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
)ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVIR CFLAPR 
AC 0 GOLST 587-0 819WI2-tVlC4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 
:ACHDoO) 0DLST 587-0 19W1-1V7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 10.000 0.U00 







20 22 24 26 
- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 257.9004 So. IN 
RFL 9.050 IN. 
REFS 32.1300 IN. 
XNRP 33.4360 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 3.93811 IN. 
SCALE 0.01;$ 
PAGE 166 

















- -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 so 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR a REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CACND06) GLT 587-0 0IgWI2-1V7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 0.000. 0.000 n-.C0 REFS 257.9004 SQ. IN 
CACHQOY) "GDLST 587-0 81SWlZ-1V7C4(POS. 1) 1.000 10.000 0.000 oL.000 REFL 9.0560 IN.
 





. ZNRP 3.9S8 IN.
 
BETA 8.000 SCALE, 0.0175
 
PAGE 167 
CANARD DEFLECTION FOR BIWI2-1V7C4 
rr- r- r-rrr 
.04V 
LATERAL DATA 
rv rrI n r)- r, 1 r 
.0*5 . -- L 













22 u A 6 0 10 I I$4 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 






















ANGLE OF ATTACt. ALPHA. QEGREES 
0flflGRATZ 0E$Cf1P I CAIHAFW CANVTR CFLAR
.40S~.O 






163z Z U B 
CANARD DEFLECTION FOR B19WI2-1V7C4 LATERAL DATA
 
" : 













-. Des-. 05 
-, 4 -2 a 2 4 4 a 10 12 14 16 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
CACHD0G) GDLST 587-0 B19WI2-1V7C4(pOS. 1) 1.000 .. 000 0.000 
(ACHDOT) Ll GLst 50a7-0 8W12-IVTC4(POs. 1) 1.000 10.00D D.GUD 







20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 257.04 . 
REFL 9.0560 ZN. 
REFB 33.1300 IN. 
XHRP 33.4368 IN. 
YHRP 0.000 ZN. 




CANARD-DEFLECTION FOR B19W12-1V7C4 LATERAL DATA ""
 




















a --4 --2 a 2 4 6 a Is 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK'. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAFR 0 
GOLST 5 -D S1I -lVTC4(pOS*1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 5%W 
T 57-0 819W12 V7C41POS. 11 1.000 10.000 0.000 6J.000 
GDLST 587-0 BIS9t2-IV7C4(POS. 1) I.QOD 20.000 U.O*UO 60.000 
BETA O.Dau 
20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RF ZT984 SQ 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 
REFS 3Z.1300 in. 
XMRP 33.4360 IN.SYRP a*0050 i n 



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA p DEGREES 





I8-- Bi-WIZ- ll 
98-B~wz/ 
4 0:,1) 














( A C D 8 ) 0 VGL S T 8 7 - 0 fi9 W I Z - V C 4 ( FO s . 1 ) 1 . 0 0 2 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 6 0 .0 0 R E M 
-HRF 3 2 . 033-4360 N .IN: 
yHRP 0.00 lm. 
Zm4F 3.9380 in. 
SCALE 0.01's 
BETA 4. 000 
PAGE 172 















- . 4 .' ..... ... i f 6 * m l , . . t , * | . . , r , ' , . 
7-0 
- -4 -2 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 16 1 20- 22 24 26 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
GDLST,587-a BISVI2-1VrC4(POS. I 1.000 0.000 0;000 
GOLST 587-D 819WIt-IVTC4(POS. 1) I.D0 10.000 0.U0Q 






REFS 257.90014 9. IN 
REFL 9.0560 IN. 














COMPARISON OF WINGS - EACH REFERENCED TO OWN THEORITICAL WING
 
&4 





DATA SET SYMBOL C fFIGURXTIO 
'ac"AD } 6-D 
CICHCOZ) QDLST $87-0 
(ICKDOZ) ODLST 587-0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK#. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR 
0V¢ ,D .000 O.ZUO 
Bgwl IV7C4 CPO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.0DD 






























-0 0. 1 0. 1 0.2. 0. 0.4 a.5 0.6 .7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGFRATION DESCRIPTION 






- GDLST $87-0 .1 W1lV7C4 t.000 ,0.000 . Onoo SEE
1.,000 0.l000} 0.1300 - .. DO DOCUMENTTHE ASSOCIATEDFR REFERENCEDATA 0CHC09)! GOLST 587-0 8lw1:vTc4(POs. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.00 CHARACTERISTICS
CICHD02) U GOLST 587-0 lIfgWlZVTC4(POS. 1) 






COMPARISON OF WINGS - EACH REFERENCED TO OWN THEORITICAL WING
 







* . 6 rIEI IIIr I II J|iI1 + 1 l~ 1 1 j l 
- , - , - , - . + + a 3 ++ , , .
zITDA A:O /
 
UAAST,,H~, ¢N] RTO< { R{T(ICHR VR CLF 
C' 
€J ATD T 
- M¢20,4,S 8 - gIVC <I , 




















1.f e. I~l.e . ... I1 .l . . . 
.4.2.1* 
-.1 -.2 " 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.,CLM 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION NARD CANVTR CFLAPR Q
587-0 1319WID IVTC4 1.000 a 0 aOO .D 60 ROO ( C a~l ODS/ 870 BgWI VTC 10G 0 O.O O'aO J.400 
ODL:T 1 T--0 BlgWlIVTC4(PQS. 1) -I°0aa 0.000 0.000 6000GDL$ 587-0 D19WI2VTC4(FO.. 1) I.Vas 0.00 0.000 60.000 
-3-.4-. 
SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 











" ao 0 2 4 5 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSO CCNFICURATION OES XPTltf CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR
 
, Z AIn 4OGLST 587-0D slswlD-Avrc fpo- 1) 1.000 U.000 D.aD &q.ODD SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
 
( AHA9 DLST 587-D BISO-13VM4(FOS. 1) 1.000 0.000 D.OW4 $0.000 90CUHENT FOR REFERENCE
 




















0.0 0.1- 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0ORAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATION DESCRIPTION CANARD CANVTR CFLAPR QI ICMATG6 '1 K4 ,) rQ}T570 D9l-VC(O.10 0LST 581-0 819W1O-OVTCA(POS. 1) .0 .01.000 0.000 0.000 *fc
£ACI4A9t) L 1ST 581-0 B19W1O-13V1C4(PO$. SEE "TEASSOCIATED DATA1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 6..00 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
(OC044) GCL0T 580 
 BI9W13-1VCT(P05. 
1) 1.000 0.0D0 
 0.000 60,400 CHARACTERISTICS
(ZCMCS) 0LST 507-0 BISWlI-1VTC4(POS. 1) 
 1 0.000 0.000 60.000
(ICNO6) GOLST 507-0 819W12-lVC4(POS. 1) 





COMPARISON OF WINGS - EACH REFERENCED TO OWN THEORITICAL AREA 
t rTrr uj-rr,-r rr rr rr­1 




__ _ _ 
1.4 







PITCHING MOMENT CaEFFICIENT, CLM
 














0.090 " 00D SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 
a.O 0 6:U*D D OCUMENT FOR REFERENCE 
0.0D0o0GO*D60.400 CHARACTERISTICS 
{C03 GD'ST 5 S-D9~Wll-lV7C4(PO$. 1) 1.000 0.000 0.000 60.000 













-6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is an 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tzcHQeI l 
(ZCHCGZ) 


















- -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a a0 $2 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
(ZCMASD) GDLST 567-0 W10(519)
(ZCMHBI} GOLST 587-0 W13(919V7C4 
z DLT 57-0WllBt97C4CHARACTERISTI 
:ZccMD02)[] -.DLST 587-0 WIZ( Il9V7C4) 
la aD 22- 24 
SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 













'I IZ -. 
-.4 
u 
-6 -4 -2 a" 4 6 a ID 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB OL  CONFIGURATION DESRIFTION 
I ZCHA$131 GDLST 567-0 w£a(819)lZCHso") GOL$T 587-0 W13(01DVTC4) 
(ZCMCO) GDLST 5ST-0 WSI:Bl9V7C4)}-CCITC 
'zCMD0z) U GDLST 587-Dawiz 819VTC4) 
IS 20 Z2 24 
SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 






















4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 92 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 













SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 
DOCUHENT FOR REFERENC 
CHARACTERISTICS 































- - -2 
i-
PG 





0 LiHh...L..L. 0 0 10 2 14-16 18 20422 24 2 










."- - O 2 4 e la 1a 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZCNA92) J GOLST 587-0 WlG-l3CBl9V7C4 POS.23 (zCNC06) LlGOL$T 067-0 W11-1(819)DOUETF 
S.'D_)GOT0 W12-scom9 
I Z'C .. 4 :DLIT 187-0 WI3-I(BISVC4 POS.8)(ZCMASD) GDLST $87-0 wit)(819) 
BETA 0.000 
Is 20 go 24 












DATA SET SYMBOL 
IXCHASOI 






4 2 a{ 2 4 a a $13 IS 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ,ALPHA.DEGREES 
CONFIGURATrION DESCRIPTION
q 
I D.STr 587- w a (819) 
G £ L ' '" 5 7 0 W I G - I f1 9,V C 4 ,P ( . 8 
BD*T $8- -0 W10-2(829VM4 FOS.$) 
GDLT 587-o WI a -3:,SlC4) F .S) 
GOLST 587-0 winl-4A 1V7C4 FOR.$) 
GOLST 587-0) w. o-s(slgv'#c4 FOS.11 
0.000 
&a 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R FS 343.870(4 $0. Ik 
R F L 1 5 0 6 2 I N + 
REFS 30I4400 IN: 
XmEp 33 .4360 IN. 
YmRp 0.a0J0 N 
ZHRI .9 ) H 
PAGE 188 
.5 
MODIFIED WING W1O COMPONENT DATA






.2 4 12 1 6 I o 2 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ONFIOURATION DESCRIPTIONEEEEEIFOMTO 
REFS 343.8704 $a. I
 
(XN1} GDLST 587:0 WlI-IBlv7C4 FOS.S) REFL 15.0620 IN.
 
(xCA} DLT57-0 WIV-?(819VTC4 FOS$) Ee 304G N
 
|XH64 ;LST 5:7-0 wIS-3(Szv¢4) FOS.$) XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 
,XCMA681 DL-T 5-1-0 WIO-4(919VZC4 P05.1)YR .D0 N
 
XC A?3 6VL T 587-0 W10-5(019VTC4 POS.1) ZMRp oF N
 
















- -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a IV 12 1 4 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
VA A SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(XICNASO), C) GDLST 587:0 WIG( 19) 
ZIHI9- GDLST 587-D WO-81 9V?C4 FOI.8 
(XC"A201 DS 8-0 WIO-2(91SVTC4 POI.8 
(CAS.), GLT 5:-:; 1-3( 4 P 
I xcAGS) GOLST 5ST-0 W10-4(919VTC4 POI)IXCA?3) r GDLST 587-0 Wla-5(B1SVTC4 POI. 
BETA 0.000 
1$ 20 2z 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343 8704 SQ. IN 
REFL 15.062 0 IN. 
FS 30.4400 IN. 
XRP 33.4360 IN. 
YHRp U.0D00 IN. 
ZNRF 3.9380 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
PAGE 189 











- -4 -Z a 2 4 6 8 10 12 L4 16 1 8 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATICQ DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.. . .) _R 343.87 4 

I XI.fA74 DS 57-- WI-6 gVc 4 pOS.i) 

oXCHAS .:DST 587-0 D B1 ....  .. . . . . . . . FS S . I N 
REFL Z5.06au IN.
(C-AS GLT87-0 WID-7'81gvC4 FO$*1) REFS 30.4400 IN.
 
,.c.AT6), . GDLS,.T 587-o WlU-8(Bl9V7C4 PC$*1} 
 XMRP 33.4360 IN.
 
XCHASO) GDLST 587-0 WIG-9(BlgV7C7 FOS.Ij 
 TNRF 0.0009 IN.
XCNASS) GOLST 587-0 WlV-tU(a19vT FOS.I) 

















- .30 1 4 L4 4 . . . . .. .. . .. k .. L.L. .L . .. 
-O -t -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CXCHASO G ST 507-0 WIG(L19) REFS 343.8704 SQ. IN (XCAT4. LST 57-0 W06(g19VTC4 FOS.) REFL 15.0620 IN.5 (XCMA7T 1 587-0 WI-7(BI9V7C4 POS.1) REFO 30.4400 IN.:OLST CXMNA?6) 0:0.T 587--0 WIO-S(519V7C4 FO.1) XNRP 33.4360 IN.CXCHASO) GPLST 587-0 WI1-9(B1SVTCY PO5.1) yNRP 0.0000 IN.(XCNASS) Cs ODLST 587-0 W10-IDIV7C? POS.1) ZNRP 3.9382 IN. 
BETA 0.1310.o0r0 SCALE 

PAGE 1'92 









-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA-SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(XCNASO) GDLST 5:7-0 WI11(q9) 
tXCNA?41 GOLST 507-0 WIO-6C819V7C4 0,1)
(XCMA7SJ GDLST 5810 Wo-1(8f19V7C4 P0.1)
(XC.A78) U OLST 57-0 Win-S(9V7C4 FOSS 
(XCMASG) GDLST 587-0 W10-9(BIsVC7 P0.1.)
CXCNASI C, GOLST 587-0 WIG-lo(BgvTC7 F001,) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 343.8704 So. 1N 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.44-0 IN. 
XIIF 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 3.93ea IN. 
BETA 0.000 CALE 6.0175 
PAGE 193 











-0.6 2 2 4 6 I Q 22 4 16 Is 20 B Z4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





















( XCA943 [] OULST 58-0 W-13 (819V7C4F0$.) XNRPYI4RP 3.40000.0000 IN.IN. 
ZNRfP S.938C IN. 
BETA 0.000 
PAGE 194 









- -4 -- a a 4 6 a io 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDiSCRIPTION 
CXCHA741 DLST 507-0D WlD-61&19VTC4 POS.1)RF 
CXCMASOJ :DLST $87-0 wlo-lI B19VrT POS.1) 
I XCMA91) GULST 507-0 WIU-IZ:89VTC4)FO.l)
IXCMA94) U GDLST 5aT-D WZU-13(DI9VTC4)FOS.I) 
BrTA 0.000 
to 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
33804 S.I 
REFL 15.0620 IN. 
REFS 30.4400 IN 
XMRP 33.4360 IN. 
YNRP 0:"0000 IN. 




















-­ 6-2 -4 0 2 4 6 8 11 12 24 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
DI.ST 587-0 WIU-6(1B1VTC4 FOS.I) 
GULST 547-0 WIO- IZ.*f9V7C4)POS. I) 
'OLST 587-0 WIG-13(01gVTC4)POS.1) 
0.000 
to 20 zz 24 
REFERENC E INFORMATIO N 
ES 33.74I 
REFS 30.4400 IN. 
XNP 3F30 N 3Mp0.4400 IN. 



















-0.0 . . 1 , I . . . . . . 
6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 







C4 POS.1 (819)'LSEEE C5 PO$.1 (019) 
C6 POS.1 (819) 
ASSOCIATED DATA 









9 4 6 o 1 4 1 1 0 2 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 







CS POS I 
C6 POS.1 
(Big 
(8191 DOCUMEN T FOR REFERENCE CHARACTERISTICS 
PAGE 188 
--






- -4 - 0 9 4 6 a IS :a 14 16 is go 22 24 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SLT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZCHA52) GOLST 587-0 C4 FOS;o 
 BE TE A
C . SOCIATED DATA 
( Z ' - C :'.$ 2 1 £ (D . R E F E R E N C E 
ZCHA~~~~~£ OSI qA$S 070 T, 
; A 3 O S D O C U M E N T F R














- - 4 - 2 0, 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 4 6 
ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
;YMO L O T A PARAME TRIC V A L U E SR 
 E R NC I F O M T N 




 REFS 6.7720 IN:
 
XNRP 33.4360 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE MVVTS SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 BIS CACMX51] 08 AUG 71 PAGE 200 
BODY BI9 COMPONENT DATA - BASED ON BODY REFERENCE
 
.10 * e-I--, rrr wri-i -rrr -rrr -rrr rrr rrr rrr -rr -rrr rrr rrr -rrr ­
.*0
 













-. 10 	 W 44..L*e i*&4 * l jjq a~j j _ _ , ,,. ,, * .. . 
- 6 -2 8 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 is is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALP'HA, DEGREES
 
YMSOO BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 a 60.400 REFS 298.7004 SQ. IN
 
O*:D 
 REFL 48.2480 IN.







DATA MIST. COPE NVVTS 	 SCALE 0.Oirs
 
GOLST 587-0 B19 	 CACMX51) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 201
 













6 -4 -2 rI a 2 4 6 a to 14 16 is 20 22 Z4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALrHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
oc B4aREFS 298 7004 SQ. .11 
40°00
.... REFL :2*480 IN.REFS 6.7720 IN
 
XMRP 33.4360 IN: 
YMRP O.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 3.9580 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTS SCALE 0.0t 5
 
GDLST 587-0 B13 CACMX51 08 AUG 71 PAGE 202 
--














-6 -4 "2 2 4 6 a ic to 14 le is ao 22 24 2 
ANGLE (IFATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
Sir"BOL BETA 
S D o C A N A R D 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1 . 0 0 0 Q 6 . 0 0 0 D A T A$E T 
DATA SOURCE 
B E TA D A TA SET B E TA R 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F 4 . 7 4S . I 
'-DOM ELEVTR O GDD AILRON 0.00o XCHADI 0.00D XCNAOZ ... u RE 
F L  
15:06 20 IN. 
8 .0 0 0 CA 14TR - 0 .0 0 0 CA N N O N . 00 0 X C A D 3 8 .0 0 0 R F 3 .4 3 0 I N . 
CFLApR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 YNRP DOOOO IN.
 
BELO D.Dou DERO 0.000 
 ZNRP 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI* SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 Pi CBIS IOVTC4) CXCMAOI) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 203
 
PLUMBING PI COMPONENT-DATA " BASED ON WING WIO REFERENCE
 
.06-
















.1o . . . ... . i . 4. .. ± ilL L . ... .4 .J . .i Z. .... 
-O 4 2 0 2 4 86 10 '12 14 Is 18 .20 22 24 28
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.o0 CANARD I.DDO Q 60.000 DATASET BETA DATASET 'ETA REFS 343.8704 $0. IN 
4.000 ELEVTR 0.000 AILRON 0.000 XCMA0I 0.000 XCHA02 4.- REFL -5.C620 IN.
 
8.000 CANVTR 0.000 CANRON O.ODD XCHAD3 8.00o REFS 30.4400 IN. 33.4360
CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER . 0.000 
XHRP IN.YHRP 0.000 iN. 
SELO 0.000 DERO 0.00 ,ZHRP 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CCE NVVTT*C SCALE 0.0175 



















- -4 --2 0 2 4 a a 10 12 Z4 16 IQ 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SCURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ABD CNR 1. 0 Q 0 00 DTST BETA DATASET BEI. REFS 343.8704 So. IN­
4o000 ELEVTR a000 AILRON 0.000 XCMAal 0.000 XCHA02 4.000 REFL 15.0620 IN.
 
8.000 CANVTR D.OOD CANRCN 0.000 XCMAD3 8.000 REFS 30.4100 IN.
 
CLP 0.0 RUDR 33.4360 IN.
.00XMRF 

CFLPRRUDE  OOOOoODYMRP 
 0.0000 IN.
 
VELO 0.000 DERO 0.000 
 ZMRP 3.9300 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI*C SCALE 0,0175 
GDLST 587-0 PI CBl9WIOV7C43 CXCMAOI) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 205 






















 SUC EEEC NOMTO 
- . -' - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 £ANARL 1.000 0 60.000 DATASET SETA DATASET OEi,. RF 4.74 5.I 
4.00 ELEVTR 0.000 AILRON OOO XCMA13 0.000 XCMA14 4.000 REFL 15.0620 IN.
 
o .0 CANVTR 0.000 CANRON 0.000 XCMAIS a.000 REFS 50:4400 IN:XMRP 33.4"60 IN: 
CFLAPR 0.00 RUDDER O.00 YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
DELO 0.000 DERO 0.000 ZNRP 3.9380 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI*C - SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 E32 CB1SWIOV7PIC4) CXCNA13) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 206
 


















 A-----------	 REF--438704 
 3 I
 
- - 4 -z 0. 2 4 6 10 12 14 t 18 2 0 22 24 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE XNFORNATICN
SYMBOL SEA PARAHETRZC VALUES 	 CATA SOURCE 
o . 000 CAN AR D . 1.000 0 0.000 DA TASE T BETA DA TASE T BE T A E S 3 3 87 4S . Z 
A 4.000 ELEVTR 0.000 AILR j 0.000 XCHAI3 0.000 XCNAI4 4.000 REF. 15.0820 ZN.
 









DELO 0.000 DERO 0.000 
 ZRP 2.0380 ZN
 
DATA HZST. CODE )VVTI*C SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST 587-0 E32 CBI9WIOV7PIC4I 	 CXCMA13) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 207
 
-- 
ENGINE E32 COMPONENT DATA - BASED ON WING WIO REFERENCE
 






























ANGLE OF ATTACK3 ALrHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL OCTA PARAMETRIC: VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 £ANARD 1.000 0 60.000 CATASET BETA DATASET SETP REFS 3380 Q b
 
0 4.000 ELEVTR 0.000 AILRCN 0.000 XCNAIS 0.000 XCNA±4- 4.ODu REF. ±5.0620 IN.
 8.00 0 CANVTR 0.000 CANROt4 0.000 XCNA±5 s.ooo REPS 30.4400 IN. 
XMRP 33.4300 IN.CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 . YNRP 0.00,0 IN.
 
DELO 0.000 DERO 0.000 
 - ZMRF 3.938a IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI*C SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 E32 CBi9W10V7P1C4) CXCMiA13) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 208
 
ENGINE E31 COMPONENT DATA - BASED ON WING WIO REFERENCE
 













--4 -2 	 a 2 4 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0o0 A 1G0o Q 80.000 DATASE BETA DATASET BE- RCFS 343.0704 SQ. I. 
4.000 EL.EVTR '.000 ALRON 0.000 
 XCHAIS OD0 XCHA17 4.000 AFL 15.0820 IN. o 	 8.D CANVTR .o00 CANRnO 0.000 XCMta o.nno REFS 30.4400 IN.
 
CFLAPA 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
 XNRP 03.4380 IN.
YMRP 0.000 IN.
 
MELO 0.000 CERO 0.000 
 ZMRP 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE HVVTI*C SCALE 0.0175
 
GDLST 587-0 E31 CB1SWIOV7P1C4) 	 CXCMAIE) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 209
 
00 







-. 06 -4 a 2 4 d la le 14 16 to 20 22 Z4 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S YMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.00 
4-ODD ELZVTR 0.000 AILRON U-000 XCMA16 D.GOU XCHA17 4.00. REFL 15.0620 IN. 
a.0O CAVTR OOO CNO . XCHAIS 8.00D REFS 30.4400 IN:00 CNT 000XHRP 

0:00 CAAD 0.00DAAETBEA DATASET BETA R"P, 343.8704 SQ. i 
ANN.0 33.436D IN.¢FLAPR 0.000 RUDDER O.Soo 
 YMR P a.O IN.
 
BELO 0.000 DERO DoDDG 
 ZMRP :,ooBD in: 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI*C SCALE O.D175 
GOLST 587-0 E31 CBI9WIOV7PIC4) (XCMAIG) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 210 


























 4 6 is 2 s 4 2
 
-46 04 - 20V2 4 6 8 10M 0612 1.4 10 2 20 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 o~c.00 UfU06.00 DTSE EADATASET 8ETA REFS 543.07 04 8.IN 4.000 ELEYTR 0.000 AfLRCN (0000 XCNAIO 0.000 XCHfAIT 4.000 REFL 15.0020 114.
 
0 8.000 CANVTR 0.000 CANRON 0.000 XCMAI8 8.0D REFS 30.4400 IN.
XHRP 33.4560 ZN.
CFLAFR 0.000 RUSDER 0.000 YMRP 0.00. IN.
 
DEL.O 0.00 DERO 0.000 ZMRP 3.9380 IN.
 
DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI4C SCALE 0.0175
 
GDLST 587-0 E31 (BISWIOV7PIC4) CXCNAI) 08 AUG 71 PAGE 211
 
WING WIO OUTBOARD ELEVON COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCED TO-ELEVON
 
4.0 1 I j Ir -
















Zl -0.5 : 
D.-­
-2 -15 -1 -- %0
5 1 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYHOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-4.000 BETA 0.000 a 60.000 DAMAET ELEVTR CA TA SETI Z - REFS 12.1170 SQ. IN
 
-2.000 AILRON DOGD CANARD 1.000 UCHA64 -5.001) UCHAS1 0.000 REFL 1.6400 IN. 
.0 CANVTR 0.000 CANRON 0.000 UCHASZ 5.000 UCW435 10.000 REFS 30.4400 IN. 
0*o0XmRF 
 45 2700 IN.
2 .0 0 . CPLA F R 
 . 0 0 0 RU D E R 0 .0 0 0
4.000 .5RP YH R F 0 : 0 IN .0.0 IN.
0 .Uo DATA HIST. COE MVVTI*CS*EM SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST 587-0 BISW!O-9V7C7(POS.]) CUCMA843 21 AUG 71 PAGE 212 
_______ 














ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 




































14.000 CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 YMAP 0.0000 IN. 
26*Oau 












































-0 - 5 0 s15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
YNSOL ALFHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
2 20.000llA. 
 0.300 a 60.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELE. R REFS 12.11,0 SQ. IN
22.000 AlLRON 0.000 CANARD .oo UCHAO4 
 - 5.000 UCHABI 0.000 REFL 
 1.8400 ZN.
 
24.000 CANVTR 0.000 CANRON 0.000 
 UCHAUZ 5.000 10.000 REFS
UCHAv3 XNRP 45.270l
30 44 0 IN:






DATA IST. CODE MVVTICS*EM SCALE 0.0175
 
GDLST 587-0 B1SWIO-9V7C7CPOS.1) CUCMA84) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 214
 
_____ 






















-2.0 L . . . . 
























REFS 12.1170 SQ. 



























GDLST 587-0 B19W10-9V7C7cPoS.1) (UCMA84) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 215 













- . 0 U A 
-100o 
-1 I i 
t. 00 
GDLST587-















































25 20 -15 -t0 5- 0 10 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 


























CFLAPR a.000 RUDDER 0.000 YNRP 45.2700 IN. 
ZNRF 0.5090 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVVTIICS*E:I SCALE 0.0±15 
CDLST 587-0 B19WIO-V7C7CPOS.1) CUCMA84) 21 -AUG 71 PAGE ?17 







25 -20 -15 -10 -5 	 10 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYHBO , 	 AL HA PARA ETR C VALUES ATA SOURCE EFE E CE IFOR AT ICN 
- Gu BETA .000 G 6.00 DATASET CEVTR ATASET E L.- EFS 12 11 70Q.I 
UC A84 - 5.000 UCHAS£ a. O R FL 1:8400 IN 
D D D A V TR . 0 0 0 C A R O N U .0 v o 'U C A Z 5 . bU u U C A ;B ! G O R E F S 3 . a 4 0 0 M 
yHRp 45 .Z7 IN 
.0 GO AILR ON . 000 CANAR D 1 000 








ZHRF 0.58 0 IN.
 
SCALE 0.0175
6.000 ,CA#_HlST. COD MWVTI*CS4EN 

GDLST 	 5870 B19WIO-gV7C7(POS,1] CUCMA84) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 218 
WING WIO OUTBOARD ELEVON COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCED TO ELEVON 














,ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES'
 
SYMEOL AL FH A  FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C D B T . 0 G6 0 0 1 A A E E TRD A T A S E T E L E V TR R E F S 1 2 . 1 7 0 SQ . N 
$O..O00 AILROM 0.000 CANARD 1.000 UCHA64 - o000 UCMASI 0.000 REFL Ia4UU IN.
 
Z..UO0 CANVTR 0.1OOS CANRON .6,, UCKA--2 5.000 UCHA83 10.0 REFB 30.4400 IN. 
YMRP DOUGT0 IN.
 
16 ouo 4 NP 0.5890 IN.
 
16.000 DATA MIST. CODE HVVTI*C$*EH SCALE 0.11/5
 
GDLST 587-0 B19WIO-gV7C7[POS. 1) CUCIA84)- 21 AUG 71 PAGE 219
 










L41w -- -5-1 01
 





.000 Q 60.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
ELEVTR A SE ELVTR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RE S 1 . 70o.I 
22.000 A"LRO 0.0O0 CANARD 1.UG0 UCMAS - 5.000 UCN ASI 0.000 EFL 1.840a 1N. I 
Z4.000 CANYTR 0.000 - CAHRON 0*O60 CKASZ 5.000 UCI-483 10.000 REFS 30.4400 , IN. 
CFLAPR 0 .0 0 0 RU D D E R . 130 0 
.. XMRP 
Y R F 
ZMRF 
45.27O0 





DATA HZST. CCDE MVVT1*CS*EM SCALE 0 .0176 
GDLST 587-0 819WlO-9V7C7(POS.1I) CUCMA84) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 220 
- -
WING Wi] FULL SPAN ELEVON COMPONENT DATA REFERENCED TO ELEVON


















1 -35 -1 5 a 50 10 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.000 B.TA 0.000 a 60.001 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 67.1050 5. IN 
- 2.00 AILkON OUo0 RUDDER 7.000 UCHCOD - 25.000 UCMCI0 - 20.000 REFL 3.1920 IN. 
0.000 
2.000 









4.2D1 ZNRF D.5180 IN. 
6.009 DATA MIST. C02E NVVTI*C$*EH SCALE 0.0±75 
GDLST 587-0 S19W!I-IV7 CUCMC0S) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 221 
31.3 




-0.0 -15 -0 a 
-3,
 
ELEVATOR-DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
;YHOL ALP"^ PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
16.000 Z"Rr U.Stso ln 
16.000 DATA MIST. COD NVYTI*CS E CLE 007 
GOLST 587-0 B1gWll-lV7 CUCHC09] 21 AUG 71 PAGE 222 
WING W1i FULL SPAN ELEVON COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCED TO ELEVON 









Z -. 5 
-0.o 
-2.0 
-4.0-- 20 .-15., . -t 5 ,. 5 10 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SVMBOL ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 - DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
2
0.000~ BETA 
 .000 a 00.000 DATASET ELEVTR ATASET ELEVTR REFS 67.1850 SQ. IN
22.000 AILRON 
 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 UCHCO9 

- 25.000 UCNC±o - 10.000 RLFL 3.1920 IN.
 








DATA MIST. CODE MVVTI4C$*LM 
 SCALE 0.0±15
 
GDLST 587-0 BI WI-IV7 

















-25 20 15 
-10 
- 5 0 5 10 15 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 ?HSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.00 BETA 0.000 Q 60.000 DATASET ELEVTR CATASET ELEVTR REFS 0?.is50 $a. IN 
- 2.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER U.000 UCMCO9 - 25.000 UCH¢I0 - 10.o00 REFL 3.1920 IN. 
0.0CMC50.0 
 UCHc.011 1o.0o REFS 28.9800 IN. 
XHRP 45. ST0 IN.
20:00.0
.  YMRF 0 0100 IN.4.00 0 NZRF 05,50 IN.0.000 DATA MIST. CODE NVVTI*CStEH SCAE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 B19W11-1V7 CUCMCOS) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 224
 












25 -20 -15 
-10 5 10 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 










































GoLST 587-0 B19wC-CV7 CUCC09) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 225 
_______ 
C-1 





















.- 0 51. 10 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
SYMSOL 
 ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 BETA 
 0.000 a 60.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 67.1850 SQ. IN22.Go0 AILRON 0.GG RUDDER 













DATA MIST. CODE HVVTI*C$ SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 BCW!I-IV7 
 CUCMCO9) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 226
 









25 -20 -15 5 la 15 





0.00O Q 50.00D CATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 67.1050 30: IN 
- 2.000 
0.000 














2.000 XNRPYM F 45. 6700 000  IN.IN. 
4.000 




GOLST 587-0 BI9W! -IV7 CUCMC09) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 227 










ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
rM8OL LFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 BETA 0.000 Q 60.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS C7.18$1 So. IN 
10.000 AILO# 0.000 RUDDER D.000 
 UCHCO9 - 25.000 UCHCG ' 10.000 REFLF B 3.1920 IN.
12.000 
 UCHC05 0:000 UcmCI: 






 YNRF a.000 IN.
 
18.000 DATA HIST. CODE NVVTI*CS.EH ZMRP a 5 I 80 IN .SCALE 0.0175 
GDLST 587-0 B19WII-IV7 CUCMC09) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 228
 
















ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
srmeoL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Z . 0 0 a B E T Q. 0 0 0 6 0 . D 0 A A S E T E L E V T R A f S E T E L EVT R R E F S 7 1 5 0S . I 
22,00G AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 6o000 UCMCO9 - 2S.0GU UCHcIO - 10.000 REFL 3.1920 'IN. 
24.VUU uc CU5 0.000 UcCIIl 10.000 REPO 28.9800 IN, 
XMRF 45,a670 IN: 
YMRF 0:0oo , IN. 
ZHEP 0,.5 18a0 IN: 
DATA HIS!. CODE kyVTI*C$*EM SCA E G.1175 
GOLST 587-0 B19W!I -IV7 CUCMC09) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 229 
- - - -













of .0 -s 
z 
-°06 - 4 -- 2 
 4 "6 a la 12 14 is 216 BE 24 26 
CANTVR
SYMBOL ALPHA 
 PARANETR1C VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.00c CANARD 1.000 BETA 0.000 CATASET CANTVR ATASET CANTVR REFS 20.3040 SQ. IN 
- 2:000 Q 60.000 ELEVTR 0.000 UCMA?1 0,000 UCHA24 10.0o0 
 REFL 4.0160 IN.

.0uo AILRON 0.000 CANVTR 0.000 UYA2S zo0.0o REFS 6.1580
XNRF 16.1220 ZN.I .
 Z.GU CANRON 0.000 CFLAFR 0.000 





6.000 DATA MIST. CCCE NVV*ATI*CSN SCALE 0.0175
 
GDLST 587-0 C4 (IBSW1O-V13v) CUCMA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 230
 
- -
















-0.5- - - - - ­ - - - - __ 
--­
-1.05 - _ _ _ 
_ _ _ - _ _ _ 
-
 *o .J...S .... L.L. 4-.L.J. t..L....L .4..L.L .4.J. L. l44.. .LJ..J. .4.L.±. .4.... .A..4. 4..... 44... . .. W
-6 4 -2 
 2 4 6 a in 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
C'NTVRSYMBOL ASFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
8.0 CANARD 1.00 BETA 0.000 DATASET CANTVR CATASET CANTVR REFS 20.3040 SQ. IN
 
0.000 0 60.000 ELEVTR Z.0O0 UCHAZI D.D0 
 UCHA24 io.ooo REFL 4.0160 
 IN.
12.000 AILRON 0.000 CANVTR 1.oD UCHA5 20,000
1400[ARN .0 REFB 6.1580 IN.XMRF 16.22220 IN.
14.000 CANRON 0.000 CFLAFR 6.000 






18.000 DATA MIST. CODE NVV*ATIACSH SCALE 0.0175
 
GOLST 587-0 C4 C819W10-13V73 CUCHA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 231
 










-­ *• -2 O1 0 12 
CCNTVR 




























RE S0 . 403 . I 
REFL 4.0160 IN. 
REFS 6.1$80 IN. 
16.1220 IN. 






GOLST 587-0 C4 C819WlO-13V7) CUCMA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 232 










-±*--.--I-- -- R-L- --.­ z .kL4.. .­ J-.-~t 4-i-i- t-I-l 4L.L. 
-6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ 4:0 CNRD 100 BETA 0.000 DATASETa BOBD a .0*0 0 ELEVTR O UDa UCM 21 
0 .000 AILRON 0.00 CANVTR 0.000 UCHAZS 
CAN2.000 RO 0.000 CFLAFR oOou 
4.000 
6.000 DATA MIST. CODE NVVqAT1*CSH 
GDLST 587-0 C4 tf1W10-13V73 
,,J..L4.. .t4.. 
10 12 14 
CANTVR 
DATA SOURCE 
CANTVR DATASET0.000 UCHA24 
aluou 
CUCMA21) 
,,W1. ,.1. -. 4.. .. W .. 
16 18 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANTVR REFS 2C.3040 SQ.10.000 REFL 4o0160 IN* 
REFS 6.15801.122 1".YHR' 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 4.8130 IN. 
SCALE U.0175 




CANARD C4 COMPONENT DATA REFERENCE TO CANARD
-

















L AFUA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
C,ANTVR 



































14.000 CANRON 0.000 CFLAER 0.000 XNRP YNRp 1±6.122 0.0000 IN. IN. 
16.000 ZNRP 4.8130 IN. 
18.000 DATA MIST. CODE NVV*AT;tCSN SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 C4 CBISWIO-13V7) CUCMA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 234 












6 4 -2 a 2 4 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
20.000 CANARD 1.000 BETA 
2a.000 Q 60.000 ELEVTR 
24.000 AILRON 0.000 CANVTR 
CANRON 0.000 CFLAPR 
DATA HIST. CODE MVV*ATICSM 

















16 1 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANTVR REFS 20.3040 S. 
16.00a REFL 4.0160 IN. 
REF 16.1580 IN. 
YR 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 4.810 IN. 
SCALE 00Ir5 
21 AUG 71 PAGE 235 
26 
IN 
CANARD C4 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
 









A 2 0 z 4 6 a 1, Z, 14 16 is 20 z2 24 
CANTVR 
SYMBOL _AL.HAU PARAMETRIC VALUES SOURCEDATA REFERENCE INFORMATIO N 
_ 4:00U CANARD I.uoO BETA 0.D00 DATASET CANTVR DATASET CANTVR REFS 20.3D40 S.i 
. 0 .a Q 6 . 00 0 E L E V T R O . Do u UC H A Z1 . 0 0 U U C H A 24 1 0, 0 * U RE F L 4 . 16 0 N :
 
REFS .1 8 
 IN .
 
CANVTR 0.060 UCHA25 .
 Zo.000 
G .as AILRON 0.000 .. XH R P 16,2 D I N 
C A R  .DO0 CFLAPR0  0.000 
 YRF 0.0000 IN:
 
4.000 
 ZMRF 4.8 "a IN.
 
6.000 DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*CSa SCA L E 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 C4 (B19WlO-13VT CUCMA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 23G 



















- 0 2 .4 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CANARD ±:000 BETAQ 60.D ELEVT1 
AILRON 0.000 CANVTR 
CANRON 0.000 CFLAFR 









10 Ia 14 
C.'NTVR 
DATA SOURCE 
CANTVR DATASET0UU UCH 24 
ao.Oo 
CUCHA21) 
16 to 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANTVR REFS 20.3040 SQ.1U.000 RcrL 4°06Go 1 
REFE 6.15.0 IN.XNRF 16.-220 IN.YMRF 0.0000 IN: 
- ZMRF 4.8130 IN. 
SCALE 0.015 
21 AUG 71 PAGE 237 
B6 
IN 
CANARD C4 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD 
10 
 ~ -i~ 





-- 6 - 4 4 6 a 10 12 14 26" 18 20 22 24 26 
CANTVR 
SYMBOL ALPHA 
D 0 O 
24:o000 
FARAMETRIC VALUES, 
C N A R D . 0 0 G B E TA 
220DQ6DO F LEVTR 
AILRON '00:0200 CANVTR 
CANRON 0.000 CFLAFR 
DATA MIST. CODE MVV#ATI*CSM 








CA N T VR 
0.000 
20.000 
D A TA S E T 
UCMA24 
C A N T V R 
Lo.OOD 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E SZ . 0 I 
so:4.10N 
REFS 6,158D IN. 
.MRP 16.1220 IN. 
yHR p 0:000, IN: 
ZHRF 4.8130 IN. 
SCALE D.01 ,'5 
GDLST 587-0 C4 CBMS10-13V7) CUCMA21) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 238 
CANARD C7 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
 
* -................................. 
 ... ....... ....... ... ... ... ......... 
















.0 BEA.00 DTST 
DATA SOURCE 
CANTVR DATASET CANTVR 
RFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.5600 SO. IN 
a-.OG a 60.0ou CLEVTR D.GUU UCHAZZ 10.000 UCHA23 20.000 REFL 2.679D IN. 




C.OFLAFR - .0O0 













GDLS F 587-0 C7 C318WIO-13V73 CUCMA22) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 239 















LL 0.5- -- _ _ 
SQ I 
-zo6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
8 . 00 CA AR t . 000 BETA 0 .000 DA TA E T 
a 6.000D ELEVTR 0.000 UCHA22 
I~oD AZRO*OD AN .GD0 .R -
4 0 CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
16°00o 
Is*DGO DATA MIST. COD NVVTI*CSM 







A TASE T 
UCHA23 
16 IS 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAN TVR REFS . 8 0 S . I 
Z0,600 REFL 2.6790 IN. 
EF8 5:.6000 in.1 6-- IN: 
YMIP 0.0100O 1N 
ZMRF 4.8130 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
21 AUG 71 PAGE 240 

















 FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OUicaCNAD ET .12 ATST CATA DA TASET CANTVR REFS
.0:000. 8.5800 SQ, INQ. 6D.000 ELEVTR O .GO UCHAZZ 20.000 UCMA23 au.au nREL 
 2.?9 IN:
O4.OD AILRON 0.000 CANRON O.OUU FRE S 360 0 . 
CFLAFR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XmRF 1 6 024 0YNRP .DO.D IN:,
 
Zm RF 4.8130 IN.
 
DATA HIST. CODE MVVTI*CSM 
 SCALE ol, 5
 
GOLST 587-0 C7 C9ISW10-13V7) CUCMA22) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 241
 
CANARD C7 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
 
a~~~. 













-. 0 4 




- 00D CANARD PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.000 . BETA 
 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE




a 60.000 ELEVTR SQ IN0.000 UCHAZZ 10.0013 UCMA23 20.0ou 
 REFS Z.679U
U-000 AILRB ON .000 CANRN U.DDo IN, XRPF 1S.0240 IN:2 -06U CFLAPR 0.00 . RUDDER 0.000 




ZHRP 4 8130 IN.
 6.000 CATA MIST. CODE mVVT; csm SCALE 0:0 175 
GDLST 587-0 C7 [BMSWI-13V) CUCMA22) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 242 
CANARD C7 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
















- 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 a IS 12 14 16 Is SO 29 24 26 
CANTVR 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I6_00o CAAR 2.0o BETA D.000 DATASET CANTVR DATASET CANTVR REFS 8.5800 S.I 
a 0.000 6.D ELEVTR 0.000 UCHA22 10.D00 UCMA?3 2O.UO0 REFL 2 6790 IN. 
12 .000 A LRON D ° 0oG CANR ON O GoD R F
XHRP 
1 6 01.:0240 IN .N 
:4.O00 CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER O. Dou YHRF GOOD I m. 
6.000 ZHRP 4.8130 IN. 
s 18.000 DATA HIST. CODE MVVT14CSM SC3ALE 0.0,T5 
GDLST 587-0 C7 CB1SWIO-13V7) CUCMA22) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 243 


















-1 - 4 -Z a 2 4 a a 10 Le 14 16 is 11 11 14 26 
CANTVR
 
5YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES-E 2.0 CANARD ... .... 000 DATAS T DATA SOURCE REFERENCECANTVR DATASET CANTVR REFS...IN INFORMATION 
22.000 a 6100D 0 ELEATR 0.000 H2 1.D UH2 2.U REFL a,679a 1., 
24.00, AZLRON D*D ANRON 0.000 REFS IN.3:60aD 
CFLAPR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XHRP 1 6,O04' IN:yMpF ..... IN. 
ZRP 48130 N.
DATA MIST ACE VVT rSH UC ELE N:ORAI
 
587-0
G .LST C7 CB19WLO-13V7 CUCA22 21 AUG 71 PAGE 244
 









w -- 2 
 4 6- - - B - 2 1 6 1 O 2 4 Z
 
YM8L LHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCE REFERENCE INFORATON 
- O O 




6 0 .0 0 0 
ETA 
E L E V T R 
0,0O 
U° a u v 
ATAST 
U C A 2 
CANTVR 
1 . 0 0 0 
A SE 
ATA T 
U C H A 2 3 
C NTR 
AT 






o 6 9 
Q.I 
IN.I I 



















1.000 ZMRF 4.8230 IN. 
rN 6.000 CATA MIST. CODE NVVTI@cs;l SCALE D.U.75 
GDLST 587-0 C7 (81gWlO-13V7) CUCMA22) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 245 
_ _ 
_ _ 
CANARD C7 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD 
10rr t- -,--"r 













J - _ - -
I--CLL -4 2 
z 
­
- 4- 2 n 1 1 s 2 22 
CNTVR 
Y M B O L  
S ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DD O CA AR 1 0 D BETA D .600 DATA ET CANTVR DATASET CANTVR REFS s o a i 
.8: '00Q ON 60.0 ELEVTR 0.000 UCHAZ2 10.00a UCMA23 2aaDo REFL 2.70 IN.:IN. 
-





















GDLST 587-0 C7 919W10-13V7) CUCMA22"] 21 AUG 71 PAGE 24G
 






1-6 6 42 
-
A 6t 2 
CATV 







-- 2 0 a 
FARAHETRIC VALUES 
CANARD t.000 aETA 
Q 60.000 ELEVTR 
AILRON 0.000 CANRON 
CFLAPR G.000 RUDDER 















10 Ia 20 Za 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CANTVR REFS 8.5800 SQ. 
ao.oo REFL 2.07090 N. 
REFS 3600 IN..MRP 16.0240 IN. 
YHRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRF 4.8130 IN. 
SCALE 0.0175 
21 AUG 71' PAGE 247 
26 
IN 








-206 -4 a 2 4 1 0 12 14 16 is 20 2 24 26 
C.NTVR 
SYMSO)L ALFNA 
... 00 OIT 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.600 ELEVTR 0.00a DATASET 
D TA SOURCE 
CANTVR DATASST CANTYR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 13 2340 SQ. IN 
-REPO 5.0:6 0 IN: 
0,000
.0 -
XMRF is 5 904.8130 IN,IN. 
4.00 SCALE 0.0175 
- 6. .CODE LDVATATIST.HAVAATFC3. 
GDLST 587-0 C6 CB WIV73 0UCMA453 21 AUG 71 PAGE 248 

























--.e -- -- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
CANTVR
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DD0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 DATASET CANTVR GATASET CANTVR REFS 13.2340 SQ. IN 
0GOUGAILROH 0.000 RUDDER 0.D0 UCHA45 0.000 UCHA44 - 20,000 REFL 2.2560 IN.1 4 D DX 
12. 000S.8660 NM R F 15 .5 890 IN .

.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.16.000 ZNRP 4.830 IN. 
18.051 DATA MIST. CODE NVV4ATI.CSH SCALE 0.O175
 
GDLST 587-0 CI (BE1WIGV7) CUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 249
 
CANARD C6 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
 
4.0 T. -, 













•~~ ~f ~.f .. iiq ... .ri go .. o .. ......
 
-4 -2 2 4 8 10 12 14 is is 20 22 24 26 
CANTVR 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
20.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.0013 DATASET CANTYR DATASET CANTVR REFS 13.2340 SQ. IN 
22.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 UCHA45 0.,oD UCHA44 MUDDo REFL 2.2560 IN. 





"IRF 4, 130 N 
DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*CSM SCALE 0.0176 
GDLST 587-0 C6 rB19WIOVT) CUCMA451 21 AUG 71 PAGE 250
 


















- -­ 4 -­
, 







.r * .* 
16 
















REFS 13.2340 SO. IN 
. .Goo AILRON 0.000 RUDDER a.000 UCKA45 - .UQ0 UCHA44 20.000 REFL Z.2560 IN. 
.O REFS 5.8660 IN: 







6.000 DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*CjH SCALE 0.0175 
GOLST 587-0 C6 CB18WlOVT) CUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 251 
CANARD £6 COMPONENT DATA TO CANARD-REFERENCE7F 
<HLw--
C Q 
4 0 1 4 to l 0 9 4U 
2:TV
 
S L A PAPR M TI A U SD T S UC E EE C N oMu0 
Du E A 0 U L M GOI A AE-,N Y A A E C N Y E S 1 .3 0 S .i











A.00OL i]AIC: RC.CP SAE 04e 
GOS 9- SC1WO7 
 UM41 2 
 U 1 PG 5
 








- -4 -2 a 3 4 6 a Is 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
CA'NTVR 




2 0.000 DATASET CANTYRN DATASET CANTVR REFS 13.2340 SQ. IN
 
22.00 AILRO 0.000 RUDDER 
 0.000 UCMA45 0.U0 UCHA44 20.000 REFL 2Z560 IN. 




ZMRF 4.8130 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE NVV*ATZ*CSN 
 SCALE 0.IT5
 
GOLST 587-0 C6 CB19W1OV7) CUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 253
 
4 







Li- 0 SA .0 5 
CANTVR 
SYHaOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENE INFORMATION 
.2:000 AILRCH 0:000 RUDDER G.UG UCHA45 D.611 UCMA44 201100 R 
E 
M a Z5 611 IN* 
.O 0 XMRP 15 5390 IN, 
2.00 0 YMRP 
* :, an IN: 
A no2RP 4.8 13 a IN. 
.:000 DATA MIST. CODE MVV4ATI*CbMSAL 
.01 
GOLST 587_0 C6 C919WIOVT fUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 254 
'CANARD C6 COMPONENT DATA - REFERENCE TO CANARD
 





SYMBOL -ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
. o u B E T 
 . 0 0 0 L E V T R 0 .0 0 0 D A T A SE T C A T V R DA TA SE T C A N T VRR E S1 . 3 0Q . I 
IQ coo AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.44)6 UCMA45' O0,00 UCHA44 20.000 RCFL 2.2560 IN. I 








 ZMRP 4.8130 IN:
 
10.000 DATA MIST. CODE MVV*ATI*C M SCALE 0.0 ,'5
 
GOLST 587-0 C6 CB!9WIOV7] EUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 255 
--












- . 4 0 2 4 	 Z10 12 14 is16 20 zz 24 26 
CANTVR
 
SYMEOL ALfHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
2 0.0 o . 0.000 ELEVTR 0.00 DATASET CANTVR DATASET CANTVR REFS 15.2340 SQ. IN
 
22.00 AILRC*4 0.000 RUDDER 0.00 UCHA45 0.000 UCMA44 20.000 REFL 2.2560 IN.
 




ZHRP 4.O0tO IN. 
DATA HIS. CODE MVV*ATI*CSN 
 SCALE 0.075
 
GDLST 587-0 C6 (B19W1OV7) 	 CUCMA45) 21 AUG 71 PAGE 256
 
